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UPPER ATMOSPHERE CHEMICAL RELEASE STUDY
By J. Pressman, A. Sharma, J. Padur, H.K. Brown, and C. Rosen
GCA Corporation, C_A Technology Division
INTRODUCTION
A. Purpose of Contract
The objective of this program of research has been to conduct a
series of laboratory and theoretical studies in the general area of
chemical release experiments in the upper atmosphere. These studies
had for their purpose the design of a program of chemical release experi-
ments for obtaining scientific data on the upper atmosphere of the earth.
It was considered further that a chemical release program before moving
into field operation should be based on as accurate as possible labor-
atory data and a full theoretical analysis insuring a solid foundation.
Before the chemical release occurs in the upper atmosphere the funda-
mental microscopic numbers such as reaction rates, quantum efficiency,
emission spectrum, etc. will have been carefully measured.
Further, in chemical release experiments there is a necessary
chain of argument and mathematics from the observations to the final
result. In general an appropriate system of equations including the
kinetics of the reactions and diffusion must be solved in some degree
of complexity allowing for initial conditions. If the modelling is
unrealistic or the mathematics intractable, the reduction of data to
meaningful results may be poor or even impossible. Consequently, this
theoretical aspect has been carefully investigated for one experimental
concept. There are additional theoretical aspects that are essential
to the field performance of a chemical release program. In certain
types of releases there are thermochemical considerations that are vital
to a specific experiment. The theoretical analysis of these and other
problems important to the total design of specific experiments has
been performed in relative degrees for suggested experiments.
The chemical release program has input into several broad areas
of geophysical research. The first general area is that of the physics
of the atmosphere of the earth and other planets. The measurements from
this program will help to elucidate such problems as nighttime density,
upper atmosphere diffusion, the atomic oxygen transition region, wind
structure, etc. Such data is important to the physics of the earth's
atmosphere and consequently to the physics of the atmosphere of the
other planets.
Cometary physics is another area to which atmospheric chemical
release physics may contribute. Chemiluminescence is considered one of
the important processes occurring in comets. Release experiments design-
ed during this program will contribute to knowledge of pertinent reaction
rates, dynamicsand optical phenomena.
While the program began as a theoretical and laboratory program,
it was conceived as open-ended in terms of being a preparation for ex-
tension into a field program. To this end the exploratory laboratory
chemiluminescent program has been carried on with existing C_A labora-
tory equipment. Also, new concepts have been explored which present
broad opportunities. For instance, there have been investigated such
new techniques as ozonospheric chemiluminescence, differential chemi-
luminescent spectra, etc. The purpose of this phase of the research
has been to extend the potential and scope of chemical releases. Conse-
quently the performance of selected rocket experiments has been recom-
mendedto NASA.
B. Outline of Program
This program has been divided into five basic parts. In the
first phase a review has been madeof the state-of-the-art of chemical
releases. In the second part a series of innovative concepts for rocket
chemical releases have been arrived at. Further they have been examin-
ed at reasonable depth to insure their feasibility.
In the third part, one of the concepts, in this case a chemical
release experiment aimed at explicating the 6300_night sky oxygen
emission is examined in great depth. This includes the scientific
evaluation of the operative mechanismscausing the glow, a mathemati-
cal evaluation of the associated set of non-linear differential equations,
and the prototype engineering design.
The fourth phase and the one that has received the most emphasis
in this study has been an extensive and systematic laboratory study of
chemiluminescent compounds. This study has measured the reaction of
manycompoundswith three reactive atmospheric species, atomic oxygen,
atomic nitrogen and ozone. The spectra and intensity have been obtained
at both high pressure and low pressure. Many interesting phenomena
have been found. In particular there have been discovered:
(I) A compoundTEBwhich gives far higher luminescent yields
with atomic oxygen on a molar or weight basis. Comparisonwith TMA
gives a weight equivalent of 1/20 for the sameluminosity.
(2) A compoundhas been found, diethyl zinc which gives much
higher luminescencewith atomic nitrogen than compoundspreviously re-
ported. At the sametime its luminosity with atomic oxygen is very weak.
Consequently this compoundis the best compoundfound to date for
titrating atomic nitrogen.
(3) It has been established that manycompoundspreviously re-
ported in the literature to luminescencewith ozone do not do so. Further
measurementshave indicated that trimethyl aluminum is the most active
chemiluminescent agent with ozone.
There is a fifth phase in which conclusions and recommendations
are made.
Much of the work has been described in a series of five Technical
Reports which together with this Final Report comprise the bulk of the
work performed on this contract.
C. Reports
In addition to the Quarterly Reports and the Final Report, a series
of GCA Technical Reports listed below have been written and are being
published on this contract. In parenthesis, next to each title, is
given the scientific journal for which the paper has either been accepted
or to which it is being transmitted.
(i) '_ Spectroscopic Study of the Chemiluminescent Reaction of
Germane with Atomic Oxygen" _o be published in Journal of Chemical Physics).
(2) '_ Study of the Chemiluminescent Reactions of some Organo-
metallics with Atomic Oxygen" (To be published in J. Phys. Chem.)
(3) "A Study of the Chemiluminescent Reactions of CSgand COS
and H2S with Atomic Oxygen" (Published in Journal of Chemical Physics.)
(4) "The Chemiluminescent Reactions of Ozone" (To be submitted
to Am. J. of Chem.)
(5) "Chemical Release Study of the Upper Atmosphere" (To be
submitted to Ann. de Geophysique.)
D. Review of Chemical Release Studies of Upper Atmosphere
This phase of the work is reported on completely in Technical Report
No. 5, "Chemical Release Study of the Upper Atmosphere," and to avoid
repetition only a brief listing of its contents will be given here. It
should be mentioned that the purpose of this review is to present the
state-of-the-art of the use of chemical release experiments for obtaining
information on the state-of-the-upper atmosphere. A listing of the Table
of Contents is given below:
i. Introduction
2. Smmnary of previous release experiments
3. Theory of the interaction and dynamics of released chemical
with ambient atmosphere
4. Winds and turbulence
5. Electronic and ionic properties of upper atmosphere
6. Chemical properties of upper atmosphere
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7. Physical properties of upper atmosphere
8. Elucidation of upper atmospheric processes
9. Summaryand conclusions
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2. OUTLINEOFPROJECTEDROCKETSERIESANDPRIORITIES
In this section an extensive series of GCA-suggestedrocket experiments
is identified and analyzed as to feasibility. Further there are selected out
of these and set up in a priorit_ five of the analyzed experiments. First be-
low we list in order the priority experiments concisely. This is followed by
a list of the suggested experiments and an analysis of these experiments.
A. List of Priority Experiments
The list of priority experiments given below is annotated only briefly.
The motivation for the TEB experiment's primacy has been given in the
introduction.
(I) Release of tri-ethyl boron (TEB). See Introduction
(2) Release of molecular oxygen to test hypothesis of 6300_ mechanism.
See original proposal to which this report is an addendum for full discussion
(3) Simultaneous measurement of ratio of two minor constituents, e.g.,
O and 03, through differential chemiluminescent spectra. This technique pro-
vides the ratio of two active atmospheric constituents without the need of
knowing the dynamics of expansion.
(4) NO (or other compounds_ measurements of atomic oxygen^and simulta-
neous ground measurement of 5577A. A check on theories of 5577X emission.
(5) Release of atomic hydrogen into region of hydroxyl emission. A
check on theory of the natural hydroxyl emission by perturbing the concentra-
tion of atomic hydrogen. See paragraph B below.
B. Suggested Rocket Experiments
In this phase a series of rocket chemical release experiments is sug-
gested for probing at some of the as yet unsatisfactorily understood phases
of atmospheric physics. The analysis of these experiments because of their
large number is only carried out in sufficient detail to establish their
reasonable validity with the exception of one experiment which has been ana-
lyzed in full in the original GCA proposal. The listing of experiments is
given in the Table of Contents.
The stated purpose of the selected experiments is to improve our scien-
tific understanding of the upper atmosphere. Consequently, not only upper
atmospheric characteristics such as temperature and composition were suitable
for rocket experimentation but also atmospheric processes. In particular,
experiments have been designed for the purpose of elucidating the mechanisms
for the emission of various airglow lines and bands. An effort has been msde
to eschewtypes of experiments already performed unless a reasonable degree
of improvement is expected.
The proposed experiments are divided into three types. They include ex-
periments designed to test atmospheric mechanisms, experiments to test a
variety of improved titration techniques, and those experiments designed to
improve temperature measurementsof the upper atmosphere. These experiments
are discussed below.
Experiments to test atmospheric mechanisms. - This group of experiments
is designed to provide some check on the causative mechanisms of various air-
glow emissions. They include the 6300_ atomic oxygen line, the 5577_ atomic
oxygen line and the hydroxyl emission.
Release of molecular oxysen between 250 and 300 km to test the 6300_
mechanism. - This experiment was selected for detailed analysis in the orig-
inal proposal. Consequently, here only a description of the concept will be
given. For an evaluation of the concept see Section 3.
The purpose of this chemical release experiment is to further elucidate
the mechanisms of the 6300_ atomic oxygen emission of the night airglow. As
yet neither the basic mechanism or mechanisms nor the altitude distribution
of the emission is well established. A brief review is given below.
The nocturnal intensity of the red line is between 50 R and i00 R. The
daytime intensity is considerably higher, being of the order of 50 kilo-
Rayleighs. Earlier calculations of the 6300_ airglow were based upon rela-
tively simple schemes of reactions involving ion removal and were dependent
upon the adopted values of the reaction rate constants. As yet, significant
doubts exist as to the specific mechanisms. These are undoubtedly ion-atom
interchanges leading to ionized molecules, probably either O_ or NO + . This
is followed by dissociative recombination with an excited atom of oxygen.
Rocket experiments have not conclusively defined the region of emission;
however, it is generally considered to be rather broad with maximum in the F I
region. Consequently, it is proposed that a twofold experiment be performed
in which substantial amounts of oxygen and nitrogen are deposited in the F I
region (250 to 300 km). At 300 km 02 and N2 constitute approximately 0.i
percent and 0.8 percent of the total gas number, while at 250 km they consti-
tute 0.3 percent and 15 percent respectively. Consequently, a release of 103
moles will substantially increase the oxygen and nitrogen concentration over
hundred to thousands of cubic kilometers and may change the 63002 emission.
One thousand moles occupy 30 to 35 liters for liquid oxygen and nitrogen
and allowing for efficiency of evaporation some 60 liters will be required.
No significant change in electron density should occur because of the rapid
movement of electrons.
Chemical release experiment to investisate the mechanism of the hydroxyl
emission. - The OH vibration-rotation bands of the airglow extending from
6
5000_ to 2.3_ are the dominant feature of the airglow. A total emission rate
of 5000 kR makes this extensive system the brightest night airglow emission.
Since the first measurementsof the hydroxyl emission there have been
considerable numbersof observations madeof the hydroxyl airglow. There
have been many studies of the rotational and vibrational structure of the
hydroxyl emission in the field and in the laboratory. The equivalence of the
ambient gas temperature and the rotational temperature is reasonably well
established.
There remain major inconsistencies in the atomic hydrogen-ozone hypothesis.
The total emission is accounted for on the basis of this h.vpothesis operating
in a night-time model hydrogen-ozone atmosphere. However, the calculated max-
imumof emission is lower than that observed. The only way to account for
this fact is to assumedeactivation is operative. However, such deactivation
would then lower the total rate of emission.
Consequently, any experiments which would significantly elucidate the
mechanismsof emission of the hydroxyl emission would add to our knowledge of
the upper atmosphere. It is with this viewpoint that the release of atomic
hydrogen at an altitude of about 80 km seemsworthwhile.
The basic concept is to release from a rocket at appropriate altitudes
(circa 80 km) sufficient atomic hydrogen to increase significantly the ambient
concentration of this species. This should perturb the emission mechanismof
those systems linked with atomic hydrogen. Although the major emission in-
volved is the hydroxyl emission several other emissions such as the sodium-D
and hydrogen alpha have also been casually linked to atomic hydrogen. Con-
sequently, these emissions will be monitored also by ground-based photometers
both birefringent and interferometric. The catalytic activity of atomic
hydrogen constitutes an asset.
The engineering considerations constitute a key factor in this proposed
experiment since the basic problem is to manufacture and deliver approximately
i/i0 of a mole to an altitude of 80 km within a volume of a few cubic kilo-
meters. Unfortunately, while atomic hydrogen has been produced by many tech-
niques, there have been no optimization studies of the kind necessary for this
program. Techniques for generating atomic hydrogen are basically of the gas-
eous discharge, arc, furnace, and chemical technique and their output has been
evaluated.
There are two techniques, the hydrogen arc and the furnace technique,
which are presently under examination as possible techniques. They are dis-
cussed a little more fully below.
(I) Hydrogen Arc. The energy of dissociation of hydrogen is about i00
kilocalories per mole or approximately 400,000 joules. Consequently, with
our I.I0 mole requirement the minimum energy needed is 40,000 joules. Since
we desire to dissociate the hydrogen within about one second in order to en-
sure its localization within one cubic kilometer, the minimum requirement is
for 40 kilowatts. Consequently, 'beefing up" the hydrogen torch by about a
factor of 3 or utilizing 3 such devices in concert seemsreasonably possible
with a power source delivering I00 kilowatts for one second. It is noted that
the total apparatus - power supply, arc, electrodes, etc., constitute a "one
shot" device. A major factor is the energy storage. While batteries are
capable of storing I0 watt hours per pound or 36,000 joules, their peak capa-
bility for time as short as a second goes downconsiderably. A reasonable
estimate is 2000 joules for 2.3 pounds of batteries. Consequently, the energy
storage weight would range from I00 to 150 pounds. This would constitute the
major bulk of the apparatus.
(2) Thermal Technique of Generation. The technique to be used here
circumvents the energy storage requirements of the in situ generation. Basic-
ally, the system is one in which, through an umbilical cord, power is piped
into our furnace system, thus avoiding the above calculated weight of the
power supply. There are two possible types of systems. In one the hydrogen
is incorporated directly in the furnace. This system has the disadvantage
that it has to retain a pressure of several atmospheres and operate at 3000°C.
The alternate system consists of two parts, of which the first is a hydrogen
reservoir in which the hydrogen is preheated to approximately 1500 to 2000°C.
The second unit is the hot furnace at 3000°C. These units are carried aloft
and at a prescribed time a diaphragm is broken and the hydrogen is flushed
through the 3000°C furnace. The interior of the furnace will be fabricated
of a combination of tungsten and refractory ceramic. Good heat transfer will
have to be assured through the use of a pebble bed, network of wires, or other
heat transfer mechanisms within the furnace.
Formation of atomic hydrosen under equilibrium conditions. - From equi-
librium thermodynamic considerations one can calculate the percentage dissocia-
tion of hydrogen gas as a function of temperature and pressure. Figure I
shows the results of such calculations for hydrogen at pressures ranging be-
tween 10 -3 atm to 105 and temperatures ranging between I000 to 6000°K.
Again using equilibrium considerations one can calculate the heat content
of a given distribution of the various hydrogen species. Figure 2 displays
the values for the heat content of two grams of hydrogen as a function of
temperature and pressure. If we combine Figures i and 2, we can derive Fig-
ure 3 which gives the heat content of a container holding one mole of hydrogen
a tores.
The volume of these various equilibrium distributions of hydrogen can be
obtained with the aid of the ideal gas law. Figure 4 shows the volumes of
containers that will be required in order to hold one mole of hydrogen atoms
at various temperatures and pressures. This shows that in order to contain
0.I of a mole of hydrogen atoms in a 10-1iter _ontainer, we would have to
heat it to 3300°K if it were pressurized at i0 atm. Considering the very
large values of the diffusion coefficient of hydrogen at high temperatures,
these considerations lead to the conclusion that we will be faced with a
rather severe materials problem if we were to attempt to produce the hydrogen
by this method.
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These calculations also point out that the major energy dissipation
mechanism in this system is the dissociation of molecular hydrogen. In line
with this it appears from these calculations that an appreciable amount of
energy can not be stored in these systems by preheating them before launch.
Considering the various factors involved in producing an equilibrium
mixture containing 0.I mole of atomic hydrogen (volume of system, weight of
systems, weights of energy source, materials problems), it is felt that this
is not the optimum method of producing the required atomic hydrogen.
However, it is evident from these graphs that, if the kinetics were
favorable, the most efficient method of producing atomic hydrogen would be
via some steady state process that can operate at a low pressure.
A plasma gun, to be described later, is such a device. If the gases from
such a plasma device could be made to exit at 3000°K at a pressure of 0.i atm,
it would require only about 16 kW to produce the 0.I mole. These values are
well within the present state of the art.
Description of plasma gun. - This section outlines the hardware require-
ments which are needed to impart 40 kW of power for one second to 2 grams of
hydrogen. The design philosophy is based upon the assembling of existing com-
ponents each of which has been tested and proven. These components consist
of a plasma generator silver zinc battery package, supply of pressurized molec-
ular hydrogen and a high-frequency oscillator. The hydrogen, under a slight
positive pressure, passes through the plasma generator arc, and is exposed to
the enormous electric fields within the arc. The hydrogen emerges as a disso-
ciated ionized gas at a high temperature. The arc can be started by means of
a standard welding oscillator, that provides a high-frequency discharge across
the anode-cathode gap, which creates momentarily a low resistance current path.
The arc, once started by the oscillator, is sustained by a bank of silver zinc
batteries which are packaged to produce the current at the required arc oper-
ating voltage.
The system requirements are as follows:
Emerging gas:
Quantity (min.):
Operating time (min.):
Input power (min.):
Flow rate (min.):
Atomic hydrogen
0.2 grams
1.0 second
40 kW
0.2 gram/sec
Experiments to test theory of 5577_ atomic oxygen emission. - The purpose
of this group of experiments is to test in one fashion or another, by chemical
release, significant theories of emission of the 5577_ atomic oxygen lines.
The three suggested experiments are: (i) to actively change the concentration
of atomic oxygen by dilution and measure the change in the 5577_ emission,_
(2) to simultaneously measure the atomic oxygen concentration and the 5577_
emission for correlation, and (3) to shield the 5577_ emitting region with an
overlying gaseous patch absorbing Lyman-alpha checking the theory that noc-
turnal Lyman-alpha is inducing the green line.
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Dilution of atomic oxygen re_ion with helium. - The purpose of this ex-
periment is to check the order of the reaction which emits the atomic oxygen
green line. The concept here is to change in a prescribed volume, the con-
centration of atomic oxygen by diluting this volume with an inert gas. This
change in concentration will alter the rate of emission. For example, sup-
pose the mechanism is the Chapman mechanism
0 + 0 + O -_ 02 + O*
O* -_0 +hv
This implies that the emission is proportional to the third order of the
atomic oxygen concentration. Consequently, a reduction of the concentration
by one-half means a diminution of one-eighth, whereas, if the emission is
first order, the diminution will be one-half. In Table i is calculated for
a thousand moles of helium for varying degrees of dilution (i00_ i0 and i
percent) at two different ambient concentrations of i0 _° and 101Z/cm ° the
diminution to be expected for the fact that the perturbed region may only be
a portion of the total region. For instance, at na = 1013 and nc = I0 percent
for a third-order reaction the intensity is 73 percent if the total emitting
region is diluted.
In practice the time during which dilution would occur would be reasonably
long. If we set h the gaussian half-width then
h 2 2= r + 4Dt
o
where ro is the halfwidth at t = O. For D = 105 cm 2 sec -I t must be of the
order of tens of minutes before the dilution falls by a factor of e. Con-
sequently, there is a reasonable period for examining the time behavior of
the diminution of intensity. If gaussian distribution f_r the diluent is
assumed and the order of the reaction producing the 5577A emission is n then
Id, the emission per cm 2 at a distance d from the center of the release is
given by (to within a constant of proportionality)
3
f <f I r <_ _I_ n
= i - o ex r dr
Id 2 [o](r) na _ _r 2 _ d2
d
where
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N = total number of diluent molecules
n = ambient concentration
a
f[o](r) = fractional concentration of atomic oxygen
D = coefficient of diffusion
With r o determined from the mass of the release, and D and na from the height,
the preceding formula integrated over the field of view provides a reasonable
approximation to the expected intensity for the correct value of the exponent
n. If the Chapman mechanism is correct a value of n = 3 should give the
closest fit to the data.
Nitric oxide (or other compounds) measurements of atomic oxygen and
simultaneous ground measurements of 5577_. - The experiment suggested here
provides for a direct correlation between the vertical distribution of atomic
oxygen and the 5577_ atomic oxygen emission. The vertical distribution of
atomic oxygen will be measured by a chemical release technique utilizing NO,
TMA, or some alternate compound. The integrated emission of 5577_ will be
measured by ground-based photometers. Measurements will be made on a series
of days so as to ensure obtaining a reasonably wide range of intensity of
5577_. Then comparisons will be made with parameters derived from the mea-
sured vertical distribution. Such parameters will be used as:
(a) The integrated vertical distribution
OO
[0] dz
_OO
(b) The integrated power distribution
oo
f
_CO
[O] n da n = 2,3,4 .-.
Presumably, if the Chapman mechanism is correct n = 3 will give the best
correlation.
(c) Truncated distributions - Here the concept is that at certain alti-
tudes there are additional mechanisms (such as deactivation) which render the
atomic oxygen in situ nonproductive. Our parameter then would be of the form
z2
[O] n dz
zI
16
where as an example zI = 90, z2 = ii0 km
It is considered that a series of at least five flights yielding five
points on the various correlation charts for each of the abstracted parameters
would be required to give any meaningful pattern. Additionally, rocket flights
which measure the flux of 5577_as a function altitude would provide the op-
portunity for better correlation. In effect they perform a space correlation
where the five flights proposed above in essence perform a time correlation.
A plasma generator which can satisfy the system requirements is commer-
cially available. Its specifications are as follows:
Operating gases:
Operating power:
Operating voltage:
Weight:
Mass flow rate (max.):
Volume:
Cost:
Availability:
Cooling water required:
Efficiency:
Operating time:
argon, nitrogen or hydrogen
40 kW (maxinmm operating power
for sustained operation)
100V dc (H2)
less than 3 pounds
0.5 gram/sec (H2)
less than 0.i ft j
$1750
immediate
3 gallons per min
50 to 80 percent (with water
cooling)
2 seconds (max)
**Cooling required to prevent cathode-anode erosion for
sustained operation.
The plasma generator can operate at power levels exceeding 40 kW for
only several seconds with subsequent erosion of the electrodes. Also, since
water cooling decreases the plasma gun efficiency or actual energy imparted
to the emerging gas, it is planned to operate the plasma gun without water
cooling at 60 kW. Use of 60 kW would allow sufficient energy to be imparted
to the atomic hydrogen in order to ensure dissociation.
A battery package which can produce 600 Adc at i00 volts dc for 2 sec-
onds can be assembled from existing battery cells. The specifications of
such a package are as follows:
Battery type:
Output voltage:
Output current:
Operating time:
Number of cells:
Package volume:
Package weight:
Availability:
Package cost:
Temperature range:
silver zinc
100V dc nominal
600 amp dc nominal
2 seconds
I00
1.2 ft 3
170 pounds
3months
$8,700
60 to 100°F
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A large savings in battery size, weight and cost can be effected if the
operating temperature of the battery package were maintained from 90°F to
120°F. Self-powered heaters immersedin the package and energized about one
hour before the pulse is required can be used. The weight and volume reduc-
tion are 14 and 13 percent.
Shieldin$ of 5577_ emittin$ re$ion with overlyin$ chemical patch to
absorb Lyman-Alpha_ - The purpose of this experiment is to test the hypoth-
esis that the 5577_ nocturnal emission is induced by Lyman-alpha. The con-
cept is to create by rocket release an overlying absorbing layer which would
diminish the flux of Lyman-alpha into the active region producing the 5577_
emission. The compound used must have several distinct properties.
(a) It must have as large an absorbing cross section for Lyman-alpha
as possible.
(b) It must not chemiluminesce or only minimally.
(c) It must not be consumed chemically or only minimally.
(d) It must have low molecular weight.
A search of the literature for gases having large cross sections at
Lyman-alpha is given in Table 2. Unfortunately, the measurements are sporadic
and have been centered on the hydrocarbons. The higher values are about i000
to 2000 cm-I. However, it is pointed out that these values are random and may
represent nowhere near the maximum possible value of the absorption cross sec-
tion. For example, N_2 has a value of I0,000 cm -I for Lyman-alpha.
Of the compounds listed water vapor or propane is probably best on a
weight basis. They do not have the maximum cross section; however, they are
satisfactory on the three other counts. They have a reasonably low molecular
weight. They do not chemiluminesce nor are they consumed rapidly by atomic
oxygen. Consequently, the calculation below will be made on the basis of the
use of propane.
However, it is noted that a necessary aspect of this proposed rocket ex-
periment would be a preliminary program of laboratory measurements to opti-
mize the selected compound and hence minimize the payload to be carried.
Assumin$ the use of 200 pounds of prgpane or roughly 2 to 3 x 103 moles
with a k(cm -I) of 103 or _ = 3 to 7 x 10-17/molecule, a cloud one optical
thickness deep (2 to 7 x 1016 particles/cm 2) will cover a circular area of
2 to 4 km diameter. At an altitude of i00 km this diluent cloud subtends an
angle of 1° 22'. With presently available photometers such a spot size is
experimentally susceptible. It should be noted that material with cross sec-
tions an order-of-magnitude greater per unit of weight seems within reach of
laboratory determination. For such substances the diluent cloud would have
a diameter of 5 to 32 km and would subtend an angle at i00 km of 3° 3' and
would make the job of observation considerably easier.
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TAB_2
GASES UI_LAR_ LYHAN-ALP_CROSS SECTIONS
Compound Absorption Coefficient
(I_), cm" 1
Molecular Weight
H20
Pcopylene (CH2CH CH3)
_opane (cH ca.zcs3)
Toluene (C6HsCH3)
Benzene (C6H6)
C4H20H _ Methyl,Ethyl
C_H7O 3 J n-propylaleohols and n-butyl
_.thylene
387
1000
1000
1500
1100
1960
1560
700
18
42
44
92
78
67
60
28
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The experiment then would consist of making measurements of the glow from
a selected region of the sky which would be the target region. After suitable
calibration of this region the rocket would release the Lyman-alpha absorbing
compound above the observation area at an altitude sufficiently high so that
there is no dilution or chemical interaction with the 5577_ emitting region -
an altitude of 120 km seems reasonable. If Lyman-alpha is the causative fac-
tor then a substantial diminution of 5577_ should occur in the shielded region.
Improvement in atmospheric titration experiments. - The purpose of this
phase of the program is to suggest possible concepts and compounds which will
improve upon existing atmospheric titration experiments. These experiments
include the simultaneous measurement of two reactive species, the measurement
of previously unmeasured species, the use of more efficient compounds for
measuring atomic oxygen and the extension of chemiluminescent techniques to
lower portion of the atmosphere.
Simultaneous measurement of two minor constituents (e.$., O and O3_
throush differential chemiluminescent spectra. - The aeronomy of the oxygen
allotropes constitute one of the major problems of upper atmospheric physics.
While a considerable advance has been made in recent years in the absolute
measurement of the various oxygen allotropes and their ratios as yet many as-
pects of the oxygen problem remain in an unsatisfactory condition. The ozone
concentration has been measured many times to altitudes of 30 km but only on
one or two occasions has it been measured up to 60 km. The concentration of
atomic oxygen has been measured with increasing accuracy from 90 km up. In
particular the ratio of atomic oxygen to molecular oxygen has been measured
mass-spectrometrically recently.
However, as yet here have been no simultaneous measurements of atomic
oxygen and ozone above 30 km or at all. Such simultaneous measurement would
be of value in determining the photochemistry of oxygen. At present the ver-
tical distributions of atomic oxygen and ozone have not been cross correlated
experimentally. Simultaneous measurements at one or more points can serve
this function. In particular, a measurement at the crossover points at ap-
proximately 50 to 70 km would be of value. Such a measurement would not only
have direct implications for the photochemistry of oxygen but contribute to
our understanding of airglow phenomena and the mixing processes of the
atmosphere.
The approach to the experimental design is to use a compound which chem-
iluminesces with both atomic oxygen and ozone and which yields a different
spectrum for each reaction. Consequently, measurements with filters in dif-
ferent portions of the glow should yield knowledge of the relative concentra-
tions of atomic oxygen and ozone. This technique has the remarkable advantage
that it is independent of the hydrodynamic mixing since the ratio of atomic
oxygen to ozone remains the same.
It is remarked that not only must there be a differential spectrum of
chemiluminescence between atomic oxygen and ozone but the rates of reaction
must be appropriate so that the released compound not be consumed by only
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one species. A basic problem here is that studies of chemiluminescent ozone
reactions in general have not been prosecuted in significant depth. There is
lacking in general reaction rates, chemiluminescent rates, spectra and mecha-
nisms. Consequently, it is proposed that appropriate compoundsbe determined
in the experimental phase of this program. There is good reason to believe
that suitable compoundscan be found because of the literally hundreds of com-
pounds which chemiluminesce with both atomic oxygen and ozone. In order to
render the experimental design more precise, calculations were madefor nitric
oxide as an exemplar originally, because the overall chemiluminescence data
for nitric oxide reactions with atomic oxygen and ozone are reasonably well
established and a differential spectrum exists. It was one of the purposes
of the experimental phase of select the optimal compound.
However, extensive studies madefor manycompounds(Section 4) have re-
vealed that nitric oxide remains, to the best of our present knowledge, the
optimal compoundfor this purpose.
In Table 3 is given the relative intensities for various wavelength re-
gion for the chemiluminescent reaction of NOwith atomic oxygen and ozone.
On the basis of this tabulation and also the spectrum of the NO+ 0 reaction
given in Figure 5, a preliminary selection of two wavelength regions, Region
I - 4950 to 5700_ and Region II - 7200 to 7750_, has been made. From these
data a tabulation of percentage of total emission has been madein Table 4.
The chemiluminescent rate for NO+ 0 is given as k = 6.4 x 10"17 cm3
molecule-I sec-I in the equation
E = k [NO] [0]
For ozone according to Fontij_ et al., the rate of emission is given by
[NO][O3]
EO 3 = Io [M]
where [M] is the third body and Io = 120 exp(-4180/RT). The ratio of emission
due to the reaction with atomic oxygen to that with ozone is
_k[0jL 
I [03 ]
EO 3 o
for T = 300°K and [O] = loll/cm3 ,
[03 ] = 109/cm 3
[M] = 104/cm 3
at approximately 90 km
E0
EO 3
--=5.6
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TABLE 3
INTENSITY DISTRIBUTION OF }TO2 FLUORESCENCE AND CHEMILUMINESCENT
SPECTRA IN THE rd_NGE 5000 TO 8000_
Relative Intensities (quanta sec "I) Observed in Various WavelengCh Ranges,
'4950-5700 6150-6700 6700-7200 720b_.7750
n J , u • |
NO+ 0 emission (air afterglow) 0.37
NO2 fluorescence (4358_ excitation) 0.35
NO 2 fluorescence (5461_ excitation) --
NO+ 03 emission 0.00
1.00 0.83 0.62
1.00 0.82 0.46
1.00 1.01 0.53
1.00 2.38 3.40
TABLE 4
PERCENTAGE (f) OF TOTAL SPECTRUM CONTAINED IN SPECIFIED
WAVELENGTH REGIONS
Reaction Region I (4950-5700_) Region II (7200-7750_)
NO + 0 I0 20
NO -:-03 0 I0
u n n n
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Consequently, it can be seen that there is an altitude and a range of alti-
tudes from which the total emission is apportioned reasonably to the inter-
action with both atmospheric species. There is calculated below the intensity
in two wavelength regions II and Iii due to the atomic oxygen and ozone reac-
tions. II is the intensity in the wavelength region 4950 to 5700_ and Iii in
the region 7200 to 7750_. The subscript O or 03 indicates that the intensity
is due to the species 0 or 03 . The symbol f suitably subscripted describes
the percentage of chemiluminescence due to reaction with O or 03 in Region I
or II (see Table 4).
If 10/M is set equal to k 3 then there may be written
II = k I flo [NO][O]
Iii = k I fll 0 [NO][O] + k 3 fll O [NO][O 3]
3
Then
II
_R _
Iii k I f
k I flo [O]
ii0 [03 + fl103 k 3 [03 ]
and
[03] _ kl i [_ _ fllo]
[0] k 3 fllo3
It is noted that the ratio of [03/[03 ] is independent of the concentra-
tion of NO, consequently the degree of mixing or dynamics is irrelevant so
long as the signal is strong enough to be measured. Further, only the rela-
tive strength of the bandpass signals, R, need be measured. Consequently, it
is easier to measure the relative concentration than the absolute concentra-
tion. It is noted that the rate of consumption of the active species is so
small that it is practically unperturbed.
By use of computation techniques already developed for the measurement
of atomic oxygen with NO there may be computed the concentration of atomic
oxygen and also NO using a prescribed diffusion model.
By using the equation for Iii the absolute concentration of 03 may also
be calculated. The ratio of the absolute values so obtained for [0] and [033
may then be checked against the relative values obtained directly. Consequently
an internal check for consistency may be obtained.
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Simultaneous measurement of ozone through chemiluminescent release and
through spectrophotometric measurements in the Hertzber$ region as cross
checks. - The purpose of this experiment is to provide a check and cross cor-
relation between spectrophotometric measurements in the Hertzberg region as
already performed in a rocket experiment and chemiluminescent measurements of
ozone. The rocket experiment of NASA Goddard has measured the vertical dis-
tribution of ozone in a broad region. The use of TMA as an ozone titrant is
presently being checked out by GCA. Its luminosity is high. However, its
rate of chemical consumption must be measured.
The program then envisions a rocket flight in which spectrophotometric
measurements of ozone will be made on the upward leg and a chemiluminescent
trail of TMA will be laid on the downward leg.
Use of NO 2 to titrate ozone. - The basic concept here is that for atmos-
pheric altitudes in which there is an appropriate mixture of atomic oxygen
and ozone it may be possible to measure the ozone more effectively through
the use of nitrogen dioxide (NO2) because of the rapidity with which atomic
oxygen is consumed.
The primary interaction of NO 2 with the ambient ozone is through the
following reactions:
NO2 + O _ NO + 02 + 46 kcal (1)
with a rate coefficient of
k = 1.5 x 10 -12 T I/2 exp(-500/T) cm 3 sec -I
also
NO 2 + 03 -_ NO 3 + 02 + 26 kcal (2)
10 -13 TI/2k = 5 x exp(-3600/T)
and considering atomic oxygen
0 + NO 2 + M-* NO3 + M + 50 kcal (3)
-31 6 -i
k = 5 x i0 cm sec
It may be concluded from Table 5 that the consumption of NO 2 by reaction
2 is negligible in comparison with i and 3 and hence can be neglected. Fur-
ther, the effect of 3 is also negligible.
Using the table of composition given below (Table 6) there is calculated
the relative efficiency of the chemiluminescence of nitric oxide (NO) with
atomic oxygen (Po) and ozone (P_3) respectively.
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T/_LE 5
RELATXVE RATE COEFFICIENTS OF THE ABOVE PROCESSES AT DIFFERENT ALTITUDES
IS APPROXIMATELY GIVEI_ BY:
i j i ii i ii
Z k I k 2 I-,3
i , , , l i
20 2.2 x 10 "12 1.2 x 10 -24 9.2 x 10 "13
40 3.9 x 10 "12 1.9 x 10 -24 4.2 x 10 "14
60 3.9 x 10"12 1.9 x 10-24 3.6 x 10"15
80 1.2 x 10"12 6.0 x 10-25 2.2 x 10"16
100 2.1 x 10 "12 1.0 x 10 -24 3,9 x 10 "18
120 1.3 x 10"11 6.5 x 10-24 1.6 x 10"19
140 3.4 X 10 "11 1,6 X 10-23 3,2 x 10-20
• | ,|, | ' ' _T ' | i i. i .i
TABLE 6
Z n (M) n(O) n (03)
| i l w i
1018 101220 1.85 x 9.8 x 109 8.1 x
40 8.32 x 1016 4.2 x 1010 6.6 x 1014
60 7.26 x 1015 1.6 x 1011 4.7 x 1010
80 4.42 x 1014 1.4 x 1012 1.4 x 109
100 7,80 x 1012 2,1 x 1012 2,3 x 106
120 3,10 x 1011 5,0 x 1010 ---
1010 ...140 6.40 x 8,1 x 109
l , i , m • -,
i i i i i i i|
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Our conclusions then are that for the normal atmosphere:
(I) Probability of excitation by 03 is less than chemical consumption
(2) Above 40 km the excitation by O is predominant over consumption
(3) Above 60 km the excitation by 0 is predominant over that due to 03 .
At 80 km Table 7 indicates that the glow in the normal atmosphere due to
NO chemiluminescence with atomic oxygen is some four orders greater than that
due_ ozone. Areleaseof nitrogen dioxide (NO_at 80k m is capable of mopping
up the atomic oxygen substantially in a fraction of a second. We calculate
Rc = k I [NO2][0]
Rc = rate of consumption of atomic oxygen, where if we assume the release NO 2
is at ambient concentration then the rate of consumption of atomic oxygen is
10 -12 1012 1012 _ 1014R = 12 x x 4.4 x x 1.4 x = 5 x
c
or the atomic oxygen is used up in 10 -2 seconds. Of course, this is an ex-
ponential decay and
[0] = [0]° exp(- 10-2 t)
These numbers indicate that the consumption of atomic oxygen is a compara-
tively rapid process and consequently that even where atomic oxygen is in
far greater abundance than ozone the latter can be probed chemiluminescently.
This is true because in the process of consuming NO2, atomic oxygen is de-
pleted rapidly, and NO is created for chemiluminescence with the undiminished
ozone.
Use of improved agents such as trimethyl antimony and tri-ethyl boron to
titrate atomic oxygen. - Tri-ethyl boron has been selected as the initial sub-
stance. The motivation for this has already been given. Experimental details
are given in the next section (Section 3).
Use of di-ethyl zinc to titrate atomic nitrogen. - Initial laboratory ex-
periments have been performed indicating that di-ethyl zinc glows substantially
more intensely with atomic nitrogen than with atomic oxygen. This is presently
being checked out at lowered pressures (see Section 3).
Use of trimethyl aluminum to titrate ozone in the lower atmosphere. -
Present measurements have indicated that TMA gives substantially larger chem-
iluminescence with ozone than nitric oxide (NO) or other compounds. Its use
in titrating ozone in the lower atmosphere is indicated pending the determina-
tion of its rate of consumption by molecular oxygen.
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TABLE 7
Z P* POPO3 0 3 P_
J
20 2.6 x 10 -3 3,8 x 10-4 5.3 x I0-7 6.3 x I0-7
40 5.3 x 10 -3 1.7 x I0"I 2.3 x i0-7 2.7 x I0-6
60 2.9 x 10 -4 9.8 x 10-6 6.7 x 10-8 1.0 x 10-5
80 6.4 x 10 -7 2.4 x 10 -9 5.3 x 10 -8 9.0 x 10 -.5
100 3.8 x 10 -9 7.3 x 10 "11 3.2 x 10 "10 1.3 x 10 -4
120 ...... 3.3 x 10 "12 3.2 x 10 -5
140 ...... 4.8 x 10 "13 5.2 x 10 -7
P03 = Probability of chemical consumption of NO without chemilumines-
cence by ozone
p* = Probability of production of excited NO 2 which can produce
03 chemiluminescence
PO = Probability of chemical consumption of NO by atomic oxygen
without producing chemiluminescence
* = Probability of production of excited NO 2 by atomic oxygen whichPO
can produce chemiluminescence
The calculated rates are obtained from:
P* = k* * * n(O)
P03 = k03 n(03); 03 03 n(03); PO = ko n(O) n(M); PO = ko
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Measurement of temperature in upper atmosphere. - The use of improved
compounds over TMA such as tri-ethyl boron with higher oscillator strength
and calibration in laboratory is suggested.
The spectra of the chemiluminescence produced during the reaction of TEB
with atomic oxygen causes BO 2 bands; the presence of some BO bands is also
suspected. There is a strong possibility of the presence of BO molecules as
an intermediate during the reaction of atomic oxygen and tri-ethyl boron.
Therefore, the observation of BO bands in the spectra of fluorescence excited
by solar radiation during twilight release of tri-ethyl boron can reveal the
temperature of the emitting regions. It n_y, however, be noted that the ve
for BO molecules is (1.7803 cm-l), three times as large as that of AI0 mole-
cules (0.64118 cm-l), which indicates that BO bands may be more suitable for
the measurement of temperature. Hence, the spectra of the luminescence pro-
duced during the twilight release of tri-ethyl boron should be studied.
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3. ANALYSISIN DEPTHOFROCKETEXPERIMENTRELEASINGOXYGEN
A. Introduction
This section analyzes in depth a rocket chemical release experiment to
investigate the mechanism of the 6300_ air-glow emission of atomic oxygen. It
is suggested that a payload of approximately one hundred pounds of oxygen be
released during the night between 250 and 300 kilometers and that the ensuing
glow be observed by suitable rocket and ground photometers. The present most
favorably held theory is that the 6300X glow is due to charge transfer between
0+ and 02 followed by recombination of _2 and an electron followed by dissocia-
tion and excitation of atomic oxygen and the emission of the 6300_ emission.
The key fact that makes this experiment feasible is that in the altitude
concerned molecular oxygen has become a minor constituent (at 300 km the con-
centration of 02 is 0. I percent of the total concentration) and consequently
its concentration can be increased by several orders of magnitude. This pro-
posed rocket increase of molecular oxygen should accelerate the excitation
mechanism causing an increased emission observable by ground or rocket
photometers.
The mechanism of the 6300_ emission has been a fundamental problem of
atmospheric physics for the last 36 years, since the first recording of this
radiation by Slipher [i].* Even at present the causative mechanism is not
understood despite the fact that there have been literally hundreds of papers,
observational and theoretical, devoted to this problem.
The proposed simple rocket experiment offers a unique opportunity to test
almost unequivocally the presumed mechanism and should add substantially to our
knowledge of upper atmospheric physics. It is an experiment simply conceived
which can afford an almost direct yes or no answer and is well within the GCA
capability.
B. Short History of the 6300_ Emission Line Research
As pointed out above the history of research into the 6300_ night airglow
line dates back to 1929 and as yet there is no clear understanding of the basic
mechanism. It has 5een determined experimentally through rocket photometer
measurements that the altitude of emission of 63002 is relatively high in the
upper atmosphere, > 160 km [2,3,4]- Also, correlation studies of the 5577_
emission indicate no relationship with this emission. Further the intensity
of the 6300X emission correlates well with the plasma frequency of the F-
region [5-9].
Numbers in [ ] throughout the text represent reference numbers.
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The general consensus considers that the emission comesprimarily from
the F-region maximumbetween 250 to 300 hn and that it is due to the dissocia-
tive recombination of molecular oxygen following charge transfer. The mechan-
ism postulated is
+
0+ + 02 -+ 02 + 0
+ O* O*
02 + e -_ + (possibly 2 0")
0"-+ 0 + hv (6300_)
(4)
(5)
An alternative reaction is as noted:
NO+ (XIE +) + e-+ N (4S) + 0 (I0)
C. Theoretical Discussion of Possible Mechanisms
The mechanism for the night emission of 6300_ from the upper atmosphere
is not well understood because the rates and cross sections of the various
mechanisms postulated are poorly measured quantities. Additionally the rocket
experiments to date have not been successful in characterizing the altitude
distribution of this emission. It must be stated that even in those cases
where the altitude distribution is well characterized such as the 5577_ green
line or the 5890_ sodium line the mechanisms still remain unresolved.
There seems little doubt, however, that the emission is tied into ionic
mechanisms and that the active region is relatively high up in the atmosphere
(above the 5577_ region at i00 km) and at least above 160 km. In particular,
the recent rocket measurement by Gulledge and Packer [9] indicates a maximum
at about 240 to 260 km.
The question as to whether the pertinent mechanism is
++00+ + 02 _ 02
+ O* O*02 + e -+ + (ID)
0+ + N 2 _ NO+ + 0
NO + + e -+ N + O+ (ID)
or
(4)
(7)
(8)
(9)
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remains a puzzling one. The complications arise from the fact that the charge-
transfer reactions (4) and (8) lie within to the best of present knowledge an
order of magnitude or so. Also the concentrations as given below indicate
larger concentrations for molecular nitrogen than molecular oxygen. While it
is not possible to be certain it would seem that charge transfer to molecular
nitrogen would be faster than to molecular oxygen. In general, mass spectro-
metric measurements of ions indicate that the NO+concentration is greater than
that of O_ up to at least 250 km. The indication although not conclusive is
that at 300 km the concentrations of the two ions would be approximately the
same.
At the next step, that of dissociative recombination combined with exci-
tation, again the coefficients are not established within an order of magnitude.
However, here we see that inEquation (9) for NO + the excited O(ID) is spin for-
bidden as pointed out by Dalgarno. This fact in itself would suggest that it
is the O_which is the important molecular ion. Consequently, it is the re-
lease of 02 which should rate higher priority over that of nitrogen.
In the next subsection will be presented some approximate estimates of
the perturbation of 6300_ by the release of molecular oxygen. This is fol-
lowed by a more quantitative section in which the differential equations of the
system are treated.
D. Approximate Calculations
There is calculated below in this subsection two types of approximations.
One calculation solves the differential equations directly (with no diffusion)
using initial values constant over all space but with an oxygen concentration
which is equivalent to the total particle concentration. This is graphed in
Figure 6.
The second type of calculation represented in Table 8 is a direct numeri-
cal approach calculating rates for the pertinent reactions. In this calcula-
tion allowance is made for the diffusion of molecular oxygen but not for other
species.
In paragraph E still more realistic models are examined.
A representative model of the ionosphere and upper atmosphere is given in
Table 8.
Ionic composition of the ionosphere has been obtained from the percentage
composition obtained from rocket observations and after assuming
n(e) = n (02 ) + N(NO + ) + n(O +)
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Figure 6. Rate of excitation, 0*(ID) = _ [e] [02_ as a function of time.
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TABLE 8
Altitude
km .(.) .(o) n(H)
100
150
200
250
300
1 x 1013
5 x 1010
1.6 x 109
4 x 108
4 x 107
Altitude
km
I00
150
2OO
25O
300
n(e)
6 x 103
8 x 103
5.5 x 104
3 x 105
4 x 105
1 x 1012
8 x 108
2.5 x 107
2.5 x 106
4.1 x 105
oc©
I
2 x 102
3 x 103
2 x 10 3
2x103
2.1 x 1010
1 x 109
2.4 x 108
7.5 x 107
3 x 107
3.4 x 1012
1.6 x 1010
1 x 109
2.8 x 108
1 x 108
m
5.8 x 103
4 x 103
3 x 103
1.2 x 104
.(o+)
1 x 103
5 x 104
2.9 x 105
4 x 105
1.4 x 1013
6.6 x 1010
2.8 x 109
3.9 x 108
1.7 x 108
i
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The reactions controlling the ion equilibrium at night are:
4
5
6
7
8
9
I0
0++02-+0+02
O+ + N2 -+ NO + + N
+ ++
-+ O+ + NO
O2+e-+O+O +
NO++e+N+O +
Best Estimates
k = 5 x 10-11cm3/sec
k I x 10 -12 3
= cm /sec
-17 -14
k = 3 x i0 or 5 x I0
k 5 x 10 -12 3
= cm /sec
5 x 10 -12 3
= cm /sec
k = i x 10 -7 cm3/sec,
k = i x 10 -8 cm3/sec,
3
cm /sec
+
The variation of the rate of dissociative recombination of 02 in the
ionosphere is given by v = n(O_) n(e) x 10-7
i00 km 2 x 102 x 6 x 103 x 10-7
150 km 8 x 103 x 3 x 103 x 10-7
200 km 5.5 x 105 x 2 x 10-7 =
250 km 3 x 105 x 2 x 103 x 10 -7
300 km 4 x 105 x 2 x 103 x 10 -7
- cm 3= 12 x i0 2 = 0.12/ sec
- cm 3= 24 x i0 1 = 2.4/ sec
Ii.0 = ll.0/cm 3 sec
3
= 60 = 60/cm sec
= 80 cm/2 sec
The above calculation shows that the assumed concentration of 0+ ions and
electrons is reasonable to give the observed altitude variation of the 16300
line.
Perturbation of the 6300_ through the increased concentration of O2
uniformly through space.-- Introduction of 0 2 mainly accelerates the conversion
of 0+ ions into O_ ion and consequently the recombination. If we assume that
the concentration of 02 molecules after introduction is equal to the total
particle concentration then for the charge transfer reaction
+
O++ 02-+02 + O
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the following table is constructed:
Rate/cm3/sec
Unperturbed
Altitude n(0 +) n(02) k n(O +) n(02)
After Introducing 02
n(02) = n(M);n(0+)n(M) k
200 6.25 x I01 5 x 104 2 x 103 7 x 103
250 3.62 x I01 2.9 x 105 2.1 x 103 5.6 x 103
300 8.20 4 x 105 3.4 x 103
After one sec of introduction of 02 above 200 km, there will occur
changes in O_ concentration. These changes considering the above table may
continue for about i0 sec at 200 km and about i00 sec at 250 and 300 km. +The
conversion of 0+ to O_ is followed by the dissociative recombination of 02
with electrons.
The time variation of X6300 line is now analyzed.
Above 200 km we can assume
n(o+) = n(e)
The ionization decays as
+
o++ o2 o2+o
+ _--+0+0 ,02 +e
and setting
n(0 +) = n(e) = x n(02) = y n(02) = a
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we have
" -k n(O +) n(O 2 )
dt dt
dy =. _. Y . x+k • a • x= x[ka -ay]dx = . k • x • a; dtdt
Since atmospheric ionic processes only create minor changes the concen-
tration of 02 will not change substantially; therefore, the concentration of
0 2 molecule is treated as constant.
Assuming at T = 0 x = x y = Yoo
x T
fdx j
x
x o
o
ka dt
and
x = (x° e-kay)
Substituting in second equation, we have
dy = ks x e"ka_ - (_ y x
dt o
-ka 'r -ka 'r
- ka e -yC_ • •
m x
o
e [k • a y
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dy
"ka - y_
o
" x° dt
[, ], ,[ ];- _ log(m, - y_) o " " xo x_ e":'_
x_
ok {iY . __ a - (1 -im)y°_ _ exp[(- kay) - 1
The time rate of variation of the k6300 line is given by
q = R6300 =O_y x "ka Xo e'ka'r[1-(i- _-O_)
xO_
o
,}]
A plot of this equation is given in Figure 6. Similar calculation for the N2
system may be made.
Calculations allowin_ for the diffusion of released molecular oxygen.-
There is calculated in the table below the effect of the release of 103 moles
of oxygen at 300 km. The symbols are self-evident except for r~ = _h2 + 4Dt
which represents the Gaussian halfwidth which varies with time _ue to diffu-
sion and q which is the flux of 6300_ photons, q is calculated on the basis
of a probability of de-excitation of 10-2 .
It is noted from the table that the time scale of buildup is of the order
of hundreds of seconds. Further the generation of O_ increases by a thousand-
fold and the generation of O(ID) by several hundredfold.
The steady state concentration of 0*(ID) is obtained by setting
dO* O*
= q-k D
equal to zero. Here
O*(ID) = q
kD
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If we take the value of q at about I00 seconds
q = 2.1 x 103 and kD = 10-2 ,
then at steady state
O*(ID) = 2.1 x 105 and R6300 = 2.1 x 103
or the rate of decay equals the rate of excitation. The buildup time is i/k
or approximately I00 seconds. Since the generation q operates at the level of
approximately 103/cm3/sec for several hundred seconds this level of decay
should be attained. This is roughly i00 times the normal flux per cm 3.
Of course, here interpenetration has been assumed, the calculations are
for the centerpoint, no depletion of electrons are assumed and consequently
this number is on the high side. Rather than further analyze this model we
will proceed to the next stage which assumes a more accurate mathematical model.
E. More Accurate Calculations from Full Differential Equations
In the earlier portions of this section rather crude estimates have been
made of the perturbation to be obtained through the release of molecular oxy-
gen (nitrogen). It is our purpose in this section of the Final Report to pre-
sent a more accurate evaluation of the perturbation. To this end the full-
scale differential equations are solved in a reasonable order of approximation
as described below. It should be stated that as part of the projected program
an even higher order of approximation will be utilized. A direct numerical
evaluation may be performed rather than the iterative scheme described herein.
The analysis performed was of a progressive nature attempting to evaluate
the various segments of the problem since a full-scale analytical solution was
intractable. Consequently, as described below some of the results obtained
were for the purpose of seeing how fast the inverted Gaussian concentration
fills in, others to obtain a measure of the effectiveness of the background
O*(ID), while others attempt to measure the strength of the generative term
producing O*(ID).
It is cautioned that the results calculated are specifically for 300 _n
and a release of i000 moles of molecular oxygen. This calculation, while not
parameterized over altitude or for molecular nitrogen, presents the basic in-
formation as to the feasibility of the proposed rocket experiment.
Summary of problems analyzed.-- The principal scope of this section is a
mathematical study of two proposed physical modelsto account for the production
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of excited oxygen 6300_ (red line) airglow due to the nighttime rocket chemi-
cal release of molecular oxygen between 250 to 300 kilometers. The specific
mathematical details are relegated to Appendix A. Only the setting up of the
problem and some of the results are given here so as not to break the conti-
nuity of the argument.
The injected molecular oxygen particles are assumed to have an initial
Gaussian distribution with the initial concentration configuration [02(P,+_]
defined by the exponential rule:
r 2
[02(P,+0)] = [02(0) ] L1 - exp(- 7_ ]
where [02(8] signifies the concentration of the molecular oxygen particles
at the origin, r = 0, at the instant t = +O, and where h is a suitable Gaus-
sian halfwidth.
The monitor point P:(x,v,z) is defined by the spherical radial distance
coordinate r, r =_x2 + y2 + z2" •
The ambient atmospheric region, between 250 and 300 kilometers, in which
the molecular oxygen is released (after being dispersed from a point-source
canister sent aloft by a high-altitude rocket) contains species of particles
in a steady-state configuration.
In the process of attaining the initial Gaussian configuration
[02(P,+0)] = [02(0)][i - exp(-r2/h2)],
the molecular oxygen particles (contained inside the point-source canister
prior to their release) are considered to have either one of two dispersion
routes: (I) the molecular oxygen particles have a "snowplow" action (of
sorts) on the steady state ambient particles, or (2) the molecular oxygen
particles simply interpenetrate the ambient particles without disturbing
their steady-state configuration at the time t = +0.
That is to say, in _he "snowplow" model it is assumed that the concentra-
tion fields [e(P,t)], [0½(P,t)], [O+(P,t)], and [O*(P,t)], of the electrons,
molecular oxygen ions, atomic oxygen ions, and excited oxygen atoms, respec-
tively, at the time t > 0 after release at time t = +0_ have initial inverted
Gaussian configurations:
[e(P,+O)] = [e(_)] [i - exp(- r2/h2)], [e(_)] - [e(P,t)]r_>_ ,
[02(P,+O)] = [02(_)] [i- exp(-r2/h2)], [02(_) ] -[O_(P,t)]r_>=o _
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[O+(P,+0)] = [O+(_)] [I - exp(- r21h2)], [O+(_)] - [O+(P,t)Jr__ ,
and
[O*(P,+0)] = ¢ • [O*(_)] [I - exp(- r2/h2)], [O*(=)] - [O*(P,t)Ur_+= ,
where e is an off-on factor, c = O, i, depending on whether or not it is as-
sumed that excited oxygen atoms are present in the nighttime atmosphere at
the time t < O.
The concentrations [e(_)], [0+(_)], and [0"(=)] designate the steady
state values of the [e([,t)], [02(P,t)],_ [O+(P,t)], and [O*(P,t)] concentra-
tion fields; that is to say, the concentrations of e, 03, 0+, and O* prior to
the release at t = +0 and for very long times, t, after release at t = O.
In the "snowplow" model it is assumed that there is a negligible amount
of molecular oxygen, 02, in the ambient region prior to the release at t =+0.
The same assumption applies to the excited oxygen atoms O* if the on-off fac-
tor e is defined as zero, e = O, in the specification of [O*(P,+O)]. For a
basis of comparison both cases, e = 0 and e = I, are studied in this report.
In the "interpenetrability" model, it is assumed that initially the [el,
[O_],2 [O+]" and [0"] concentration _ields are constant throughout all space
with the assigned values [e(_)], [02(o0)] , [O+(_)], and [O*(_)], respectively,
at the instant t = +0. Further, it is assumed that the initial Gaussian re-
lease configuration of 02 particles is superimposed on the steady state value
[O2(_) ] at the instant t =443.
The distinction between the two physical models, the "snowplow" and the
"interpenetrability" models, described above are based on initial configura-
tion assumptions.
Further assumptions are incorporated in the investigation of these models,
relative to the equations of continuity, as will be pointed out subsequently.
The production of 6300_ airglow in the nighttime can be accounted for,
from a physico-chemical reaction standpoint, by a consideration of the follow-
ing set of reaction equations:
k I +
02 + 0+ -_ 02 + 0 , (I0)
+ k 2
02 + e -+ O* + O , (II)
k3
O* -+ hv + 0 . (12)
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In reaction (I0) there is an ion-atom exchange, the injected molecular
oxygen particle attaining a positive charge through the oxygen ion-atom
exchange.
In reaction (ii) the electron is lost through dissociative recombination
with the production of excited atomic oxygen 0".
In reaction (12) the excited oxygen atom 0* loses energy through the
production of photons which appear as the 6300_ airglow, red line excitation.*
Thesephysico-chemical processes, occurring at the point P:(x,y,z) in
space and at the instant t > 0, evidently give rise to sources and sinks of
the individual species of particles, at P:(x,y,z) and t, and account for non-
homogeneousadditions to the equations of continuity associated with the
several transient concentration fields established by the injected molecular
oxygen particles.
In the "snowplow" model the system of equations of continuity, which de-
fine the space-time variations of the concentration fields at the point
P:(x,y,z) in (P): -_ < x < _ , -_ < y < _ , -_ < z < _, at the time t > 0,
is assumedto be defined by the following array:
a [02] . Dv2 [02] - kl[02] [0+]
_2
[o+] - D-_. [o*] - k11o2] [o+] ,
[02] = D _-z"_'_2[02] +kl[O 2] [0 +] - k2[O ;] [e]
_2 [O;] [el
[e] = D -_ [e] - k 2
[o*] = D_[o*] + k2[o_]"-.,[el - k3[o*]
Reference is made to Physics of the Aurora and Air_low by J. W. Chamberlain,
Academic Press, New York City, 1961, pp.521-532.
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where
V2()
_z 2
In the "interpenetrability" model the system, required to define the ex-
cited oxygen field [O*(P,t)], is reduced to the pair
+ k2[o_'] [_] - k_[o*] ,
_ [02J4-., ,,, D _2 [02] + kl[02] [0+] - k2[O;] [e]
wherein
+ [02(-)] ,
[_] -=[_(-)], [o+] -=[o+(0.)],_ - h2 + 4_:.
In order to construct a formal solution of the "snowplow" boundary value
problem in the concentration field functions [02] , [O+], [O_], [e], and [0"],
an iterative scheme is introduce4 in which the concentration functions are
approximated by the functions [o_i)], [0+(i)], [o_(i)], [e(i)] and o*(i)] at
the i-th approximation, with i =-0 corresponding to the initial configurations.
Vital to this scheme is the feasibility of solving the partial differen-
tial equation of the form
_U _2
= D_U+u
_z 2
with
U -- U(P,t), u = u(P,t), U]t=0 -- U(P,+O) = FI(P )
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and the equation
__Xv v2
_t = D V+v
with
V = V(P,t), v = v(P,t), V]t= 0 = V(P,+O) = F3(P)
This need is met by the use of Green's functions, (Gl(Z,z/;t,_) and
G3(P,P/;t,_), and the integral formulas:
m t =
U = ;Fl(Z/)Gl(Z,Z/;t,o)dz/ + /d_ fu(z/D_)Gl(Z,z/;t,T)dz/
-_ 0 "_
V-_;F3(PI)G3(P,PI;t,o)dV(P/) +;d_v(PI_T)G3(P_P/;t,T)dV(P/) •
=,W O --_
In this report the Green's function technique is used to obtain first
approximation representations of the several concentration fields associated
with the "snowplow" model and a formal solution is presented by the second
approximation representations. This study is carried out for both c = 0 and
E = 1.
The simplicity of the "interpenetrability" model system of equations
+ ,
makes it possible to obtain exact formulas for the O_ and O concentration
field functions (without recourse to iterative proceoures).
The concentration field of the excited oxygen atoms, O*, is analyzed for
its time variation at the center point, r = O, and for its integrated particle
count, S[o*](t,h), along a line-of-sight coincident with the axis of symmetry,
the z ax_s, from _ = 0, z = 0 to _ = 0, z = h where _ =_x 2 + y2, r 2 = _2 + z2.
Numerical values for [0"( ,o t)] and S[o ]* (t,h) are obtained for both models when
the parameters involved are assigned_typical values corresponding to the 250 to
300 kilometer region in the Earth's atmosphere.
Results of perturbation analysis.-- In this section there are presented
some of the results of the mathematical analysis with the mathematical details
relegated as noted before to the Appendix A.
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Snowplow analysis.-- In Table 9 and Figure 7 are given the results of a
center-point calculation and in Table I0 and Figure 8 the integrated density
over a Gaussian halfwidth for a quasi-snowplow-type analysis performed under
the first order of the iterative scheme. Here all the constituents are swept
out. There is also assumed a zero background value of O* (or e = u). Further,
the first-order iterate of O* works on the zero order of O_. Consequently,
the generating effect of the released 0 2 is not felt. Therefore, the change
in O* calculated is due to the generation of O* by the background concentra-
tions of O+, 02, O_ and the diffusion of all species.
It is further noted that uncharged species diffuse isotropically in all
three dimensions while the charged species move only along the magnetic field
lines. In summ_ary this calculation Rives us information on the effect of snow-
plowing by an inert substance which does not increase O_. The second interac-
tion outlined in Appendix A in effect turns on the generative term by allowing
for the _ncrease in O_ through charge transfer of O+with 02 . But this effect--
the basic one -- has not been calculated in this approximation.
The calculation reported above is significant in that it gives us a time
constant for the regeneration of O'when flushed out of a region at 300 km and
allowing for its regeneration through the postulated charge transfer and recom-
bination processes of the natural ambient. _lis time constant is of the order
of I00 seconds.
Interpenetrabilitymodel calculation.-- The next calculation presented in
Figure 9 is for a different type of model described b_ the phrase interpenetra-
bility model and allows for increased generation of 02 through the released oxy-
gen. The basic assumption here is that while the oxygen distribution is de-
scribed by a Gaussian curv% still the pertinent minor constituents such as the
electrons and ions are mixed through so that their initial distribution is con-
stant through all space. Further, the integrated line density for one Gaussian
halfwidth has been calculated since fundamentally the photometers measure the
integrated radiation. In this calculation because of mathematical intracta-
bility the diffusion of O*(ID) has been omitted. This is not a serious omis-
sion because the integrated line density in effect cancels out the diffusion.
Basically, the photometer does not care where the excited atomic oxygen is
located along its line-of-sight. Since the diffusion is three-dimensional the
integration along the line-of-sight only makes up in part for the diffusion of
O* and the calculated values are an upper limit. However, the increase in O*
due to the increased molecular oxygen concentration beyond Gaussian halfwidth
has not been allowed for since attention has been riveted in the region close
into the center. _is will increase the integrated line density and compen-
sate to some extent for the losses due to diffusion.
Although even at this phase the approximation is still a gross one as
pointed out above, nevertheless, it includes the major aspects of the perturba-
tion. An important question is that relevant to the initial conditions ex-
pressed by the interpenetrability assumption vis-a-vis the snowplow-type of
model. It is difficult a priori to establish the degree of mixing in the
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TABLE 9
CENTER-POINT CONCENTRATION COMPUTED BY USE OF FIRST
APPROXIMATION FORMULAS
t
(see)
0.1 2,80 x
0.2 5.52 x
0,4 1,09 x
0,8 2,05 x
_particle_cm3
_particle_ n(O+) . n(O_)
-- cm3. -- -- -- cm cm
103 2,30 x 103 0 1,96 x 108
10 3 5,49 x 103 3,0 x 101 1.92 x 108
104 1o08 x 104 3.0 x 101 1,84 x 108
104 2,04 x 104 5,0 x 101 1,71 x 108
1 2,55 x 104
2 4.63 x 104
4 7,98 x 104
8 1,25 x 105
10 1,42 x 105
20 1,95 x 105
40 2,44 x 105
80 2,85 x 105
.(o*)
_particle_
-- cm3 ]
100 2,96 x 105
200 3,25 x 105
300 3,37 x 105
400 3,45 x 105
500 3,50 x 105
0
0
0
1,4 x I0"I
2,53 x 104 1.4 x 102 1,64 x 108 5.2 x 10 -2
4,59 x 104 3,8 x 102 1,38 x 108 8.98 x 10 "1
7.86 x 104 1.2 x 103 1,03 x 108 4.22 x i00
1,22 x 105 3.0 x 103 6.05 x 107 1,67 x I01
1,37 x 105 5,0 x 103 5,38 x 107 2,47 x 101
1,85 x 105 1,0 x 104 2,70 x 107 7.14 x 101
2,26 x 105 1,8 x 104 1,18 x 107 1,64 x 102
2,53 x 105 3,2 x 104 4,66 x 106 3,04 x 102
2.58 x 105 3,8 x 104 3.41 x 106 3,52 x 102
2,62 x 105 6,3 x 104 1,25 x 106 4,71 x 102
2,56 x 105 8,1 x 104 6,81 x 105 5,04 x 102
2,48 x 105 9,7 x 104 4,36 x 105 5,10 x 102
2,39 x 105 1,11 x 105 3,06 x 105 5,16 x 102
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TABLE 9 (continued)
t
(sec)
.(e) =(o+) .(o2)
particle
Cparticle_ Cparticle_ C cm3
-- cm3 -- _ cm3 --
.(02) n(O )
%
particle
600
700
800
900
I000
3.53 x 105
3.55 x 105
3.57 x 105
3.59 x 105
3.60 x 105
2.30 x 105
2.21 x 105
2.12 x 105
2.04 x 105
1.95 x 105
1.23 x 105
1.34 x 105
1.45 x 105
1.45 x 105
1.65 x 105
2.27 x 105
1.74 x 105
1.48 x 105
I.II x 105
9.10 x 104
5.17 x 102
5.17 x 102
5.17 x 102
5.17 x 102
5.17 x 102
1200
1400
1600
1800
2000
3.61 x 105
3.62 x 105
3.63 x 105
3.52 x 105
3.62 x 105
1.79 x 105
1.65 x 105
1.50 x 105
I. 37 x 105
1.24 x 105
1.82 x 105
1.97 x 105
2.13 x 105
2.25 x 105
2.38 x 105
6.24 x 104
4.38 x 104
3.07 x 104
2.12 x 104
1.41 x 104
5.17 x 102
5.17 x 102
5.17 x 102
5.17 x 102
5.17 x 102
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.0000
.01
.05
.10
.2806
.5
.973
1.973
2. 742
3.565
5.281
7.972
11.819
14
15
TABI.E I0
CO_¢i_ZBtrrzoNs TO VALUE OF Z_rECl_I_D LZl_ DENSZT7 I_NCCION
s (1) (t,h) _s [o* .
[o*] (e'+°)J " _ o (.) __1" e,__ _1
rnl I:ta 1 Dts tribue£on-: "--'-''-_
Conerlbution
S (1) (t.h)
[o*]
Particles/cm 2
1.262 x 108
1.269 x 108
1.293 x 108
1.324 x 108
1.432 x 108
Ceneratton Term
Contribution
S(1) (_,h)[o*J
Part£cles/cm 2
.0000
6.770 x 10 3
3.385 x 104
6.770 x 104
1.900 x 10 5
1.555 x 108
1.792 x 108
2.196 x 108
2.437 x 108
2.6/_x 108
3.385 x 105
8.800 x 105
2.29 x 106
3.70 x 106
5,53 x 106
2.956 x 108
3.249 x 108
3.398 x 108
3.423 x 108
3.424 x 108
8.123 x 106
1.883 x 10 7
3.282 x 107
3.099 x 107
3.644 x 107
Straof Both
Contr_butions
S_I_. (t,h)
tO ]
Part_cles/_¢ 2
1.262 x 108
1.269 x 10 8
1.294 x 108
1.325 x 108
1.434x 10 8
10558 z 108
1.801 x 108
2.219 z 108
2.474 x 108
2.700 x 108
3.038 x 108
3.437 x 108
3.727 x 108
3.733 x 108
3.788 x 108
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TABLE I0 (continued)
t
(sec)
Initial Distribution
Contribution
s(t) (t,h)
[o'1
Particles/cm 2
Generation Term
Contribution
S (1) (t,h)
[o'3
, 2Particles_cm
Sum of Both
Contributions
S (1) (t,h)
[o'3
Particles/cm 2
16
18
22
27.203
57.972
73.357
111.819
227.203
300
400
500
3.426 x 108
3.400 x 108
3.325 x 108
3.190 x 108
2.263 x 108
1.891 x 108
1.148 x 108
2.586 x 107
1.005 x 107
2.743 x 106
7.487 x 105
4.045 x 107
4.851 x 107
6.467 x 107
8.536 x 107
1.904 x 108
2.309 x 108
3.041 x 108
3.932 x 108
4,168 x 108
4.242 x 108
4.262 x 108
3,831 x 108
3°885 x 108
3,972 x 108
4°043 x 108
4.167 x 108
4.180 x 108
4,189 x 108
4.190 x 108
4.268 x 108
4.269 x 108
4.269 x 108
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initial release. Certainly because of hydrodynamic Taylor-type instabilities,
Jetting and entrainment will occur ensuring some degree of mixing. Further,
because of the relatively large mean free path in the ambient of the order of
a kilometer once the released oxygen (nitrogen) spreads out to the order of
several kilometers, the mean free path in the contaminant begins to approach
that in the ambient and some degree of interpenetrability occurs. Consequently,
the interpenetrability model constitutes a reasonable picutre of what may ac-
tually transpire.
Summary of calculations.-- The initial calculations in this section which
allowed for no diffusion (Figure 6) gave proportional increases in flux (R6300)
per cm3 over background by approximately a factor of I00. The numerical cal-
culation in Table 9 gave increases similarly of a factor of i000, again for the
center point but allowing for diffusion of molecular oxygen.
The more realistic calculations integrating over a Gaussian halfwidth
and allowing for diffusion of all species but O(ID) give a factor of increase
over background by a factor of twenty. It was pointed out that this calcula-
tion does not allow for the diffusion of O(ID). However, this omission is
balanced to some extent by the integration over the Gaussian halfwidth and
also the increased generation of O(ID) outside the Gaussianhalfwidth.
Consequently, while the above has not been an exact solution of the prob-
lem the indications are good for the possibility of increasing severalfold the
intensity of the emission of 6300_ over a region of some 40 km.
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4. lABORATORY STUDIES
A. Introduction
It is noted that a significant portion of the laboratory studies is in-
corporated in four technical reports (see Section I, Paragraph C). These,
together with this section, describes the GCA laboratory studies in a com-
plimentary fashion. The chemical release studies of the upper atmosphere
have been pursued for obtaining information regarding wind, diffusion, tem-
perature, ionic processes and chemical composition of the upper atmosphere.
In order to obtain information about wind, diffusion and chemical composition
of the upper atmosphere a chemical is released in the upper atmosphere, which
during its reaction with atmospheric constituents produces a chemiluminous
glow. A selection of a suitable compound for the chemical release study has
been handicapped due to the lack of a general survey of the gas phase chemi-
luminescent reactions of several compounds with atmospheric constituents. We
have therefore undertaken and completed a general survey of the chemiluminous
gas phase reactions of different types of compounds (saturated, unsaturated
and halogenated hydrocarbons; sulfur, boron and germanium compounds and some
organometallic compounds) with chemically reactive atmospheric constituents,
namely atomic nitrogen, atomic oxygen and ozone. The chemiluminous reactions
of the above atmospheric constituents have been separately studied [10-16],
by previous workers. For example the gas phase chemiluminescent reactions of
atomic oxygen have been investigated in this laboratory and have been reported
by Pressman [i0] and Jonathan, et al. [11,12]. The chemiluminous reactions of
atomic nitrogen have been surveyed by Kiess, et al. [13], and Jennings,
et al. [14]. The information regarding the kinetics of atomic oxygen and
nitrogen reactions has been collected by Barnes, et al. [15]. Bernanose [16]
has summarized the chemiluminous reactions of ozone with several compounds.
On the basis of information available in the literature, one can not estimate
the relative intensity of the chemiluminescent reactions of different com-
pounds with one atmospheric constituent or the intensity of the chemiluminous
reactions of the same compound with different atmospheric constituents. Some
indication of the relative intensity of chemiluminescence observed in differ-
ent reactions can be obtained from the present observations.
Table Ii presents the salient features of the present study of the gas
phase chemiluminous reactions of several compounds with atomic oxygen, atomic
nitrogen and ozone at a pressure of about 1 _m and room temperature. It is
generally found that organometallic compounds produce strong chemiluminescence
during their reactions with upper atmospheric constituents. However, the com-
pounds showing strong chemiluminescence with each of the studied constituent
of the upper atmosphere are listed in Table 12.
The intercomparison of the chemiluminous efficiencies of some compounds
during their reactions with atomic oxygen at low pressure under simulating
upper atmospheric conditions have also been undertaken.
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TABLE 12
COMPOUNDS SHOWING STRONG CHEMILUMINESCENCE
Atomic Oxygen Atomic Nitrogen Ozone
Nitric Oxide
Acetylene
Carbon Disulfide
Triethyl Boron
Trimethyl Antimony
Trimethyl Aluminum
Hexene and Hexyne
Trichloroethylene
Diethyl Zinc
Trimethyl Antimony
Triethyl Boron
Trimethyl Aluminum
Nitric Oxide
Trimethyl Aluminum
Triethyl Boron
B. Experimental
The present study of the gas phase chemiluminous reactions has been
carried out in two steps: (i) preliminary observations in a medium pressure
fast flow system and (2) the study of the chemiluminous reactions of some
selected compounds under simulated upper atmospheric conditions.
The preliminary observations were carried out in a medium pressure flow
tube apparatus which can handle a pressure up to i mm Hg., and is shown in
block diagram form in Figure i0. The initial investigation included the de-
termination of the optimum conditions for obtaining maximum intensity of the
chemiluminescence and the observation of the spectrum of the chemiluminescence.
The spectrometer used for the observation of the spectrum was a Perkin-Elmer
(Model 99) monochromator equipped with a 600 lines/mm grating and an EMI 9558Q
photomultiplier tube. This was a single beam, double-pass instrument and
covers the wide spectral range by interchanging the grating and the detectors.
We have also designed a housing for the photomultiplier so that it can be
cooled down to liquid nitrogen temperature.
Since the sensitivity of the spectral recording system drops considerably
at shorter wavelength, the spectra of some chemiluminescent reactions were
photographed with a Hilger small quartz spectrograph. The dispersion and the
resolution of the above spectroscopic equipments were not sufficient for def-
inite identification of some spectra and therefore a 1.5 m Jarrel-Ash grating
spectrograph with a grating blazed at 3000_ and reciprocal dispersion of about
ll_/mmwas also used.
To obtain definite information regarding the true relative inuensity of
the different spec=ral fea=ures recorded by the spectrometer, the spectral
response of the recording system employed was calibrated with a standard
light source (GE quartz iodine tungsten filament lamp, Model 6.6A/T4Q/ICL-2OOW).
The absolute irradiance of the lamp was obtained from Stair, et al. [17].
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In order to obtain information regarding the chemiluminous reactions for
the upper atmospheric chemical release studies, the chemiluminous reactions
of some compounds were studied at low pressures, which were of the order of
tens of microns. The reaction cell simulating the upper atmospheric condi-
tion was a 50 liter, 3-necked pyrex flask (Figure ii). The gases were let
into the cell through the two side arms of the flask. The center neck is
connected to an oil booster pump backed by a Welsh mechanical pump which work-
ing together are capable of keeping the cell pressure at 10b of Hg when the
flow rates of gases were up to 70 standard cc/minute. The overall intensity
was measured with RCA IP28 photomultiplier, which was placed in front of a
small aperture sealed with a quartz window. The pressure within the cell was
measured with a calibrated McLeod gauge. The photoelectric current was meas-
ured by an Electrometer Model VTE i (of the Victoreen Instrument Co.). Fig-
ure 12 shows the complete apparatus in schematic form.
Using the above (with minor modifications) we could have atomic oxygen
in the presence of molecular oxygen by passing a microwave discharge through
molecular oxygen only. The atomic oxygen with very little molecular oxygen
could be produced by microwave discharge through a 99:1 mixture of argon and
oxygen. Finally, the atomic oxygen in the absence of molecular oxygen could
be produced by dissociating nitrogen by microwave discharge and then titrating
the nitrogen atoms with nitric oxide.
A technique, as that described by Cook, et al. [18] was used for the
preparation and handling of ozone. This technique utilizes the sorption pro-
cess for the separation of ozone from oxygen. The ozone production and
handling system is shown in Figure 13. The oxygen from the cylinder is passed
through a silent electric discharge at atmospheric pressure and then through a
U-tube containing silica gel at the dry ice-acetone temperature of about -80°C.
When enough ozone is adsorbed by the silica gel the oxygen flow and discharge
is stopped and finally the ozone is desorbed by replacing the dry ice-acetone
trap by the ethylene glycol trap maintained at -30°C. The details of the
handling procedure are given by Sharma and Padur [19].
Since the organometallic compounds studied by us are highly pyrophoric,
an arrangement shown in Figure 14 was used for transferring the organometallic
liquid from its container to the reaction system under the inert atmosphere of
nitrogen. The details of the necessary precautions are described by Sharma
and Padur [20].
C. Results of Survey Experiments
The results of our extensive survey of the gas phase chemiluminous re-
actions of atomic oxygen, atomic nitrogen and ozone are described in this
section. The present study of the chemiluminous reaction was conducted at
a pressure of about i m_n Hg and room temperature. The present results are
only applicable under the above conditions. The spectral features observed
in the spectra of chemiluminescence produced during the reaction of several
reactants with the above atmospheric constituents are sunmmrized in Table ii.
We shall now describe the results of our study for each reactant separately.
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Atomic oxygen. - The relative intensities and spectral features of the
chemiluminescent reactions involving oxygen atoms are given in Table 13. A
capillary flow meter with a U-tube manometer was used for monitoring the flow
rate of the reactant gases. Column two of the above table indicates the flow-
meter reading. The overall intensity of the chemiluminescence produced during
the reaction was obtained from the gain factor of the amplifier required for
the recording of the spectrum. The numbers in the subsequent column indicates
the relative intensity of the different spectral features in the spectrum.
The wavelengths in the last column indicate the lower and upper wavelength
limits of the continua observed in each spectrum together with the wavelength
of the maximum intensity. It has been found that nitric oxide, carbon disul-
fide, acetylene, triethyl boron, trimethyl antimony and trimethyl aluminum
produce strong chemiluminescence during their reactions with atomic oxygen.
Hydrocarbons. - The chemiluminous reactions of atomic oxygen with several
hydrocarbons have been studied [10-12] in this laboratory. In agreement with
previous observations we have found that the unsaturated hydrocarbons produce
strong chemiluminescence during their reactions with atomic oxygen. The main
features of the spectrum of the chemiluminescence produced during the reactions
of unsaturated hydrocarbons are the OH (2Z _ 2_) band system at 3064_. the C9
Swan band system in the red and _reen region, the CH bands at 4300_ (2_ _ 2_,
3900_ (2Z _ 2_) and 3143_ (2Z _ _). The swan bands arise from the 3_ _ 3_
transitions and are degraded towards the violet. Figure 15 shows the spectra
of chemiluminescence produced during_the reactions of acetylene and ethylene
with atomic oxygen. The ON band is observed in the spectra of chemilumines-
cence produced by almost all hydrocarbons with atomic oxygen. C2 bands are
not observed in the spectrum of the chemiluminescence produced during the re-
actions of ethyl alcohol, benzene and nitromethane, etc. No visible chemi-
luminescence was observed during the reaction of atomic oxygen and carbon
tetrachloride. From Table 13, it can be concluded that acetylene is the most
efficient hydrocarbon in producing chemiluminescence during the reaction with
atomic oxygen. Moreover, the other organic compounds like halogen substituted
hydrocarbons, ethyl alcohol, benzene and nitromethane do not show marked chemi-
luminous efficiency.
Sulfur compounds. - The chemiluminous reactions of carbon disulfide,
carbonyl sulfide and hydrogen sulfide were studied. Among these compounds,
carbon disulfide showed comparatively stronger chemiluminescence. It was
found that all the above three substances show a similar continuous spectrum
(Figure 16). It was further observed that the spectrum of the chemilumines-
cence produced during the reactions of above sulfur compounds with atomic
oxygen is similar to that of sulfur dioxide afterglow (Figure 16). On the
basis of the above observation and other kinetic information, Sharma,
et al. [21], have concluded that the reaction responsible for the production
of chemiluminescence during the above reaction is:
SO + 0 -_ S02 + hv (13)
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This is analogous to the recombination of NO and CO with atomic oxygen, which
have been already studied [ii] in this laboratory. The details of the above
study are given by Sharma, et al. [21].
Nitrogen compounds. - The chemiluminous reactions of nitric oxide,
nitrosyl chloride and nitromethane were studied. All of the nitrogen com-
pounds show similar spectra, with a continuum starting from 4100A and extend-
ing into the infrared region. The similarity of the spectra indicates that
the following reaction is responsible for the production of chemiluminescence:
9:
NO + O + M _ NO 2 + M (14)
NO 2 _ NO 2 + hv
Among the above studied compounds, nitric oxide is the substance which pro-
duces the strongest chemiluminescence during its reaction with atomic oxygen.
Boron compounds. - The boron compounds investigated during the present
study are: boron trichloride, diborane, triethyl boron and trimethyl boron.
The spectrum of the chemiluminescence produced during the reactions of boron
trichloride, triethyl boron and trimethyl boron mainly consists of BO 2 bands
in the region between 4000_ and 5000_. Some indication of the presence of
the BO _ system (A2E - X2E) is also obtained. However the intensity of the
BO bands as compared to the BO 2 bands is low. On the other hand the spectrum
of the chemiluminescence produced during the reaction of diborane consists of
BO2 bands as well as BO bands of the _ system (A2H - X2Z) and _ system (B2Z -
XzZ). Here the relative intensity of the BO is larger than that of the BO 2
bands. Triethyl boron shows the strongest chemiluminescence during its re-
action with atomic oxygen as compared with the other boron compounds. The
corrected recorded spectrum of the chemiluminescent reaction between boron
trichloride and atomic oxygen is shown in Figure 17. The details of the
chemiluminescent reaction of triethyl and trimethyl boron with atomic oxygen
are given by Sharma and Padur [20].
Germanium compounds. - The chemiluminous reactions of germanium tetra-
hydride or germane and germanium tetrachloride with atomic oxygen were in-
vestigated. It was found that the reaction between germane and atomic oxygen
produced chemiluminescence, whereas no chemiluminescence was observed when
germanium tetrachloride was mixed with atomic oxygen. This observation is
similar to our previous observation with hydrocarbons. We have reported
earlier that analogous to germanium tetrachloride, carbon tetrachloride also
does not produce any chemiluminescence during its reaction with atomic oxygen.
However, the chemiluminescence of carbon hydride with atomic oxygen is well
known. This is understandable because both carbon and germanium belong to
the same period of elements in the periodic table.
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The spectrum of the chemiluminescence produced during the reaction of
germane with atomic oxygen consists of GeO bands. The corrected and recorded
spectrum is shown in Figure 18. A number of new bands belonging to the D-X
system of GeO have been observed. Moreover, an indication of the existence
of a new band system on the longer wavelength side of the D-X system has been
obtained. The details are described by Sharma and Padur [22].
Or_anometallic compounds. - The gas phase chemiluminous reactions of tri-
methyl aluminum, triethyl boron, trimethyl boron, trimethyl antimony and di-
ethyl zinc with atomic oxygen were investigated. It was found that trimethyl
aluminum is not the only organometallic compound to produce strong chemilumi-
nescence with atomic oxygen. Stronger chemiluminescence is observed during
the reaction of triethyl and trimethyl boron, and trimethyl antimony with
atomic oxygen (Figure 19). The corrected spectra of the chemiluminescent re-
actions of the studied organometallic compounds are shown in Figures 20 to 23.
The details of the study of the reactions of the above organometallics with
atomic oxygen are given by Sharma and Padur [20].
Hydrazene. - The chemiluminous reaction of hydrazene with atomic oxygen
was studied. The intensity of the above reaction was not very large. The
spectrum of the chemiluminescence produced during its reaction with atomic
oxygen consists essentially of OH, N-Hand NH2 bands.
Atomic nitrogen. - Table 14 shows the relative intensity and spectral
features of the chemiluminous reactions of several compounds with atomic
nitrogen. The red and violet systems of CN are present in the spectrum of
almost all the chemiluminous reactions of atomic nitrogen and carbon contain-
ing compounds. The presence of the CH band is also indicated. Kiess,
et al. [13] have extensively studied the reactions of several hydrocarbons
with atomic nitrogen. Figure 24 shows the corrected spectra of the chemilu-
minescence produced during the reaction of atomic nitrogen and the hydrocar-
bons. The chemiluminous reactions of atomic nitrogen were also studied with
some organometallic compounds. Strongest chemiluminescence was observed dur-
ing the reaction of diethyl zinc and trimethyl aluminum followed by the reac-
tion of trimethyl antimony. Among other hydrocarbons, trichloroethylene pro-
duced strongest chemiluminescence during its reaction with atomic nitrogen.
Pannetier, et al. [23] have observed the presence of NS bands in the
spectrum of chemiluminescence produced during the reaction of H2S and atomic
nitrogen at several ,-, Hg of pressure. However, we did not find strong chem-
iluminescence during the above reaction at submillimeter pressure. The spec-
trum of the chemiluminescence produced during the reaction of boron trichlo-
ride and atomic nitrogen is shown in Figure 25, and mainly consists of BO
bands.
Ozone. - Bernanose, et al. [16] have collected a list of compounds which
are supposed to produce chemiluminescence during their reaction with ozone.
In this number of previously reported chemiluminous reactions of ozone, the
conditions under which the chemiluminescence is observed are not clearly
specified.
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A number of compounds (see Table ii) were investigated for the possible
gas phase (at submillimeter pressure and room temperature) chemiluminous re-
actions of ozone. Only a few of them produced visible chemiluminescence.
The results of the visual observation of the chemiluminescence produced during
the gas phase reaction of several compounds with ozone are summarized in
Table 15. The second column of the above table indicates the total pressure
in the reaction tube, which was predominantly due to argon and ozone. The
partial pressure of ozone given in column three was that measured in the ab-
sorption cell at its maximum flow rate. However, the pressure of ozone in
the reaction tube was somewhat lower than the given. The characteristics of
the chemiluminous reactions of ozone are summarized in Table 16, which shows
that trimethyl aluminum produces the strongest chemiluminescence during its
reaction with ozone.
It was found that the spectra of the chemiluminescence produced during
the reaction of trimethyl aluminum and triethyl boron with ozone were similar
to the spectra of the chemiluminous reaction of respective compounds with
atomic oxygen. The characteristics of these spectra have been discussed
previously.
The details of the chemiluminous reactions of ozone have been discussed
by Sharma and Padur [19]. They have concluded that the similarity in the
spectra of the chemiluminous reactions of ozone and atomic oxygen can not be
explained by the thermal decomposition of ozone. However, a large concentra-
tion of atomic oxygen may be produced as an intermediate product during the
reaction of the above reactant and ozone, which then can subsequently react
with the organometallic compound and produce the similar chemiluminescence.
Benson [24] has indicated that the thermal decomposition of ozone is extremely
sensitive to the presence of metals, metallic oxide, organic matter, peroxides
and oxides of nitrogen.
The effect of molecular oxygen on the chemiluminous reaction of trimethyl
aluminum was studied by replacing argon with molecular oxygen. It was found
that the intensity of chemiluminescence produced during the presence of molec-
ular oxygen (the concentration of molecular oxygen was of the same order of
magnitude as that of ozone) was about I0 percent less than that during its
absence. The above observation indicates that the effect of oxygen on the
chemiluminous reaction of trimethyl aluminum is not drastic.
D. Low Pressure Study
In order to apply the results of our present studies to chemical release
studies of the upper atmosphere, the chemiluminescent reactions of a few com-
pounds were studied at low pressure under simulating upper atmospheric con-
ditions. Low pressure studies of the chemiluminescent reactions are further-
more important because the complex chemical reactions are in some cases found
to be pressure dependent. Therefore the extrapolation of the observations of
the chemiluminescent reactions from a pressure of about I rm_ Hg. to the upper
atmospheric conditions may not be correct. Since some informating regarding
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TABLE15
A SURVEYOFTHEGASPHASECHEMILUMINOUSREACTIONSOFOZONE
Reactants
Total Pressure
in Reaction
Vessel
(microns)
Partial Pressure
of Ozonein
Absorption Cell
(max.)
(microns)
Remarks
Acetylene
Allene
Benzene
Boron Trichloride
Carbon Disulfide
Carbon Tetrachloride
Caronyl Chloride
Carbonyl Sulfide
Diborane
Diethyl Zinc
Ethyl Alcohol
Ethylene
Germanium
Tetrahydride
Hexene
Hexyne
Hydrazine
Hydrogen Sulfide
Methyl Acetylene
Nitric Oxide
Nitromethane
Nitrosyl Chloride
Sulfur Dioxide
280 to 700
280 to I000
340 to 700
280 to 700
320 to 460
260 to 340
360 to 480
280 to I000
310 to 340
280 to 330
320 to 1800
280 to 310
170 to 360
360 to 700
280 to 570
180 to 320
340 to 440
280 to 880
280 to 620
320 to 550
280 to 700
340 to 550
160
230
83
175
200
175
230
230
175
140
I15
125
230
230
2O0
2OO
2OO
160
140
230
230
200
No visible glow
No visible glow
No visible glow
No visible glow
No visible glow
No visible glow
No visible glow
No visible glow
Faint white glow
Faint white glow-con-
tinuum and OH bands
No visible glow
Faint white glow - OH
bands
No visible glow
Faint white glow
No visible glow
Faint glow
No visible glow
No visible glow
Faint red glow - con-
tinuum and NO 2 bands
No visible glow
No visible glow
No visible glow
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TABLE15 (continued)
A SURVEYOFTHEGASPHASECHEMILUMINOUSREACTIONSOFOZONE
Reactants
Total Pressure
in Reaction
Vessel
(microns)
Partial Pressure
of Ozone in
Absorption Cell
(max.)
(microns)
Remarks
Trichloroethylene
Triethyl Boron
Trimethyl Aluminum
Trimethyl Antimony
240 to 340
280 to 310
260 to 310
260 to 310
230
ii0
125
200
No visible glow
Greenish glow - BO 2
bands
Whitish glow - con-
tinuum and OH bands
No visible glow
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TABLE16
CKEMILUMINOUSREACTIONSOFOZONE
Reactant
Flow
Meter
Reading
Intensity Spectral Feature
Nitric Oxide
Ethylene
Trimethyl Aluminum
Triethyl Boron
Diethyl Zinc
20 cm
28 cm
4 cm
4 cm
6 cm
<i
1
20
i
<I
Continuum, probably NO2
OHband
Continuum
BO2 bands
OHband and continuum
bands
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the mechanismof the chemiluminescent reactions of the sulfur compoundsis
available, we have studied the variation of the intensity of chemilumines-
cence (produced during the reaction of COSand H2Swith atomic oxygen) with
the variation of their flow rates at 30_ and I00_ pressures. Under similar
conditions the intensity variation of the chemiluminescent reactions of NO
and C2H2 was also recorded. Oneset of observations taken at i00_ and about
6 secondsresident time is shownin Figure 26. It was found that the relative
intensity of chemiluminescenceproduced in the low pressure system depends on
the pressure, flow rate, and the resident time of the gases in the reactor.
The observed variation of intensity of chemiluminescencewith the flow rate
of reactants can be understood if the reaction mechanismis known. However,
the reaction mechanismsof the above studied chemiluminescent reactions are
still not known. It maybe noted that Harteck, et al. [25] have also re-
ported a similar variation of the intensity of chemiluminescence with the
flow rate of COSduring the low pressure study of its reaction with atomic
oxygen.
The chemiluminescent reactions between someorganometallic compounds
with atomic oxygen were also observed at i00_ and 30_ pressure. Keeping the
oxygen and argon flow constant, the intensity variation of the chemilumines-
cent glow with the flow rate of trimethyl aluminumwas observed. It was
found that the intensity of the glow at first, rose very rapidly and then at-
tained a maximum,after which a further increase in the flow rate of trimethyl
aluminum slowly quenchedthe chemiluminescence. After an observation of a few
minutes it was found that the inlet tubes were coated with a white metallic
oxide and the subsequent observations showeddecreasing maximumintensity of
chemiluminescence. This is probably due to the catalytic recombination of
atomic oxygen at the surface coated with metallic oxide. Due to rapid con-
tamination of the low pressure system quantitative information about the chem-
iluminous efficiencies of different compoundscould not be obtained. However,
it was found that the chemiluminescent glow produced during the reaction of
organometallic compoundswith atomic oxygen can be observed to a pressure
even as low as 30 microns. Someindication regarding the relative chemilumi-
nous efficiency of the reaction of organometallic compoundscan be obtained
from Figure 19.
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Figure 26. _tensity vs flow rate variation at low pressure.
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5. RECOMI_ATIONS
In this section on the basis of work performed under this contract a
series of recommendations for further work are made. These in general re-
present elaborations of the initial survey and also the movement into the
field of rocket program representing the fruition of the conceptual studies
on innovative atmospheric experiments. The theoretical efforts recommended
are of a supportive nature.
Consequently, the following is recommended:
(i) Laboratory studies
(a) A further survey of the chemiluminous reactions and the
inter-comparisons of the intensity of chemiluminous reactions between atmos-
pheric constituents, atomic oxygen, ozone, and atomic nitroBen and such
specific organo-metallic compounds as trimethyl bismuth, trimethyl phos-
phorous, dimethyl mercury and d£ethyl cadmium or similar compounds as avail-
able.
(b) Measurements on relative intensities reaction mechanisims,
chemical consumption rates of compounds found suitable for chemical release
as determined by our previous study. These compounds include (i) trimethyl
antimony, (2) triethyl boron, (3) trimethyl aluminum, (4) diethyl zinc or
similar compounds as available.
(c) An examination of the method of the measurement of tempera-
ture from the study of fluorescence excited in the suitable intermediate
formed during the release of above suitable compound. The fluorescence
efficiency and the effect of ambient conditions on the observed temperatures
will be considered.
(d) Experiments directed toward the measurement by differential
spectrophotometry of the ratios of active atmospheric species such as the
ratio of atomic oxygen to ozone through their chemiluminescence with nitric
oxide and the ratio of atomic oxygen to atomic nitrogen through this chemi-
luminescence with diethyl zinc.
(e) As back-up to the elucidation of the 6300_ atmospheric emis-
sion by release of oxygen into the atmosphere, measurements of the deacti-
vation of 0 (_D) by molecular _xygen. Also the charge exchange cross-
sections of 0_ with Of and N2 should be measured.
(2) Theoretical studies
(a) Necessary calculations of Franck-Condon factors and transi-
tion probabilities should be made so as to ensure quantitative interpreta-
tion of intensity measurements.
(b) There should be analyzed for the selected compounds the
governing set of differential equations which determine its optical behavior
under atmospheric release.
(c) Theoretical studies should be continued on the analytical
techniques necessary for the differential spectrophotometric measurement
of ratios of atmospheric active species.
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(3) Outline of projected priority rocket experiments
There are suggested here a list of five rocket experiments which
it is considered will contribute to our understanding of upper atmospheric
physics.
The list of priority experiments given below is only annotated
briefly. They have been documentedin the main body.
(a) Release of triethyl boron (TEB), a stronger source of lumi-
nescencewith atomic oxygen.(b) Release of molecular oxygen to test hypothesis of 6300_
mechanism.
(c) Simultaneous measurementof ratio of two minor constituent,
e.g., 0 and 03 through differential chemilumenescent spectra. This techni-
que can give us the ratio of two active constituents without the need of
knowing the dynamics of expansion.
(d) NO(or other compounds)measurementsof atomic oxygen and
simultaneous ground measurementof 5577_. A check on theories of 5577_
emission.
(e) Release of atomic hydrogen into region of hydroxyl emission.
A check on theory of the natural hydroxyl emission by preturbing the con-
centration of atomic hydrogen.
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I_TENDIXA
f
P._-SUME OF THE MATH_._tTICAL DEVELOPMENT SPECIFIED IN THE
"SNOW-PLO_' AND "INTERPE_TEABILITY" MODELS FOR THE
6300_ PEET_T_BATION ROCKET EXPERIMENT
I_rellmlnarF Remarks
_he following account is a brief resume of the mathematical proced-
ures followed in obtaining integral and explicit representations of the
concentration field functions encountered in the "snowplow" and "inter-
penetrability" models.
_he reader is referred to the discussion in the main body of this
report for an explanation of the physlco-chemical setting and motivation
for the "snowplow" and "interpenetrabillty" models. Further, the reader
is referred to the CCA internal report, "A Mathematical Study of the
Mechanism of 6300_ Airglow due to Rocket Chemical Release of _blecular
Oxygen between 250 - 300 kin," by H. K. Brown and Jo Pressman, for an
account of the application of the formulas (derived in the resolution
procedure) to nighttime releases in the Earth's upper atmosphere in
order to obtain numerical values of the transient concentration fields
associated with the red-line (6300_) airglow (of the excited oxygen
atoms).
Finally, in the account presented below, the outline of the pres-
entation, the order in which the various topics are discussed, follows
that of the cited GCA report. In this manner the reader can grasp
readily the scope of the mathematical procedure used at any particular
stage and if (full) detail is desired, he can easily refer back to the
particular portion of the cited report.
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With these preliminary remarks and words of explanation in alnd,
the reader can allow for (the omission of) the mathematical developments
associated with the sequence of topics presented in the _ollowing
sections.
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A-I. TeE "S_WeLOW"MODELWI_ e=0; [O*(ro+O)] - 0
A_I.1 Specification of "Snowplow" Model with £-0 and Outline of
Iterative Procedure to Resolve System of Bo,,_dary Value Proble-_-
A. 1.1o 1 Reactions and equations of continuity.
the set of reaction equations
kl 0_+002+0 + -.
+ k2
02 + e --) O*+ O •
O* k3 hv + 0 •
is the follo_ng complete set of continuity equations:
Corresponding to
_'[t 02] = _. D1 _[02] -kl[02][O+ ]
 o+j - D2 - k [O2Jto÷ 
_0_3 = _" D3 _[0_] + ki[023[0+ ] - k2[O_][e ]
_[e] = _" D4 _[e] - k2[O2][e 3
in the concentration functions [023 - [02(P,t)3 , [0+] - [O+(P,t)],
[0_] = [02(P)t)] , [e] - [e(P)t)]) and [0"3 - [O*(P,t)], where P: (x,y,z)
is a point in the infinite space R(p):-_< x< m, -=< y < ®, .m < z < m.
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It is assumed that particles _sith electric chargep that is, [O+],
[02] _ and [e]_ are transported by diffusion in vertical lines (foUoving
the magnetic lines of the Earth) while the particles without electric
charge, that is, [021 and [OWl, are transported by diffusion along
spherically symmetric radial lines issuing from the origin x-O, y=0p and
z-O.
It is assumed that the diffusion coefficients DI_D2_ ..._ D5 are
all equal to the constant D.
Under these circumstances the complete set of continuity equations
listed above is replaced by the following:
= D _z_2 02] + kl[02][O+ ] - k2[O2][e] .
82 k2[O+][e ]
- D -_[e] -
- D _[0"_ + k2[o2][e] - k3[o*]
_he Laplacian operator _( ) in these equations has the axial sym-
metric form, in the coordinates f = _x2 + y2 and z. displayed below:
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vhen [02] = [020P,t)] and [0"] - [O*(Pet)] are considered as functions
of ._ and z.
Under Chose circumstances where the functions [023 = [020P,t)] and
[0"] = [O*(P,t)] are considered to be spherically point aynnetric in
r = "ix 2 + y2 + z 2 . J'[2 + z 2, then the spherlcally point symmetric form
of the Laplacian operator _( ) can be used:
r
A.I.1.2 Conservation of electric charse; [e] = [02] + [0+]. At
the point P:(x,y.z) in R(P): .-_< x < %, --< y < ms .m< z < m, at all
• o;times t > 0, it is required that concentration field functions [ ] =
[02_,t)] . [e] = [e(P,t)], and [0+3 - [O+(P,t)] satisfy the conservation
of electric charge law:
-- [e]- [0+3 ;
in particular at the boundary of R(P) it is required chat
A.l.l.3 Specification of !n__t!_l configuration of concentration
fields, q_e charged particles [0+3, [02]_ and [e] axe assumed to have
an inverted Caussian distribution in all space at the instant C = 40
when the molecular oxygen particles are released into free space with
a Gaussian configuration=
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wherein
[o2_,40)] - [o2(o)] e
h 2 •
.
h 2 P
[e(P,+O)] = [e(-)]II- _-_2_1
L -\h'//
J
2 x2 y2 +z 2 |2 z 2 _2 x 2 + y2r = ÷ = ÷ _ =
The constant h is some appropriate _uss£sn hal£3_dch.
The symbols [0+(®)]. [02(®)] * and [e(_)] designate the corre-
spondins steady state values of the concentration fields [0÷]. [02] ,
and [el ac the boundary of the space region R(P):-m < x < m, .. < y <.,
and om< z < 0o.
The symbol [02(0)] deaisnates the center-point value of the con-
centrat£on field [02(P,t) ] aC the instant t = 40.
The concentration field [0"] = [O*(P,t)] is asslaued to be mull at
the time _ =+0=
[o*(P,40)] - o .
These ass_pt£on8 resardin S the initial confisuration8 of the con-
[0+], [0_], and [el specify that the instantaneouscentration fields
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release of the molecular oxygen particles has had a "snowplow" effect in
the ambient atmosphere in the 250 to 300 kilometer region.
Under the action of diff_sion and the chemical reaction the initial
Gaussian configuration of the molecular oxygen concentration field [02]
is changed into a transient axial sy_etric field t_hich evanesces in
time.
_he excited oxygen atoms 30 w) are generated by the 02J • reaction
and are destroyed by the airglow mechanism.
In time the transient fields, induced by the injected molecular
oxygen• die out leaving the steady state ambient concentration fields°
A.l.l.4 o_tlgne of iterat_ve procedure to solve syptemof
boundary value problems. It is proposed to find appropriate representa-
tions of the concentration field functions [02]) [O+]• [0_]) [e]; and
[0_ by a suitably convergent iterative procedure. _
Consider the following preliminary remarks:
Let a sequence of functions=
v 2 J•LV 2 a,_ 2 a• • ,. • [0 i. ,[0 , .,. ,
+CO) +(z) 2(2) 0+(3) [o+(1)][o+(i+l)][o 3)[o 3,[o 3)[ 3) ... ) ) ,...
_+(0)_ rn+(1)l rn+(2). I rn+(3)l [02(i) ] [02(i+l)] ' ,..Iv2 J)LV2 J•)'--2 a'Lv2 J' "'" ' )
See Hildebrand) F.B.) Advanced Calculus fo_ EnRineers • Prentice-
Hall• New York) 1949• pp.218-224.
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[e (o)], [e(l)], [e(Z)],[e(3)], ... , re(i)], [e(i+l)], ...
[0"40)],[0"41)],[0"42)],[0"(3)], .. , [O*(i)] [O*(i+l)]
• p P o°°
be introduced correspondingj respectivelyj to the concentration field
functions
[02(£,t)],[O+4P,t)],[O2(iP,t)],[e(P,t)], and [O*(P,t)]
Let it be assumed that the initial configurations correspond to
the zero-order approxlmation of the concentration field functions:
[02(0)]= [024P,+0)] = [0240)] ex_- _ _
h2
[o+(°)] = [o+(p,+o)]
02 ] m r2
[e(°)] = [e(P,+o] r 2[e4m)]II-exp(_"_'_')l
[o*(O)] - [o*(P,_)] = o
( [o+(0]Corresponding to the i"th iteratlve functions [0 i)],
[o;(i)],[e(1)], and [o*(i)], for i-I,2j3, ... , are the equatlons of
continuity displayed below:
O r^(i),1 V2[02(i)] kl[02(i'l)][o÷(i'l)]
_'LU 2 j - O
_ 0+(i)] " D _'_-_ 0÷4i)3 - kl[O_i'1)][o+4i'l) ]
_z 2 "=
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2 j = D
_z 2
- k2[O2 (i'1)] [e (i-1)]
*(i)]
_2
- D_e(i)]. k2[o_(i-,)][ e(i-z)]
= DV2[O*(i>] + k2[O_(i'n][e(i=l)] - k3[0*(i) ]
It is evident that the integrating factor exP_3t ) can be used to
rewrite the last equation in [O*(i)] in the form:
_m_3t ) [o*(i)]) = D v 2 (_p_at) [o*(i)])
+ k2 exp_at) [02(i'l)][e(i'z) ]
A._.I.5 _he bounda_ value p_oble_s as_ociated with the i -th
avvroxtmation i=1,2,3) .... It is seen that if the function O = U(P)t)
is used to represent any one of the charged particle concentration field
functions [O+(i)] -= [O +(t)(P,t)], [O2(t) ] -- [02(i)(p,t)], and [e (i)] --
[e(i)(p)t)]," i = I)2)3) ... , and if the function V = V(P)t) is used to
represent either of the neutral particle concentration field functions
[o(i)] - (i) _,t) ]
-- [02 and exP_3t ) [o*(i)] = [O*(i)(p,t)] exp_3t),
£ - 1)2,3, ... ) then the array of i "th iterative equations of contin-
uity can be represented by the following pair of nonhomogeneous partial
differential equations in U - U(P)t) and V - V_,t):
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and
A _ 2
LI(U ) m _U- D_--U m u . u - u(P.t)
_z2
L3(V ) E _t V - D _V " v , v m v(P,t)
At the instant t =+0 the function U = U(P,t) has the representation
U(P,_O) =
while the function V = V(P_t) has the representation
where E - 1 for V(P,t) =-
and _ _ 0 for V(P,t) !
[o_i)(P,t)] , i - 1,2,3, ... ,
ezpC%t)[o*(l)(e,t)], i - 1,2,3, ...
The functions u - u(P,t) and v = v(P,t) are made up of linear com-
binations of products of the £"th iterat£ve functions i = 1,2,3, ... .
_e1.1.6 _he Greeq's funct_qns vrocedure for obtainir_ rcprese_nta-
_ions o_ the I "th apv_oxJ_ation functlons. The Green's £unctlons
GI = Gl(Z.zr;t,x ) and G3 = G3(P,Ptjt,_) , defined below, can be used to
set down Green's function integral formula representations of the func-
tions U = U(P,t) and V = V(P,t), respectively.
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_n particular, the function U - U(P,t) which satisfies the boundary
value problem in U = U(P,t):
I
L
l
I
LI(U) - u, U(P,t)_U_,+O) whent_+O ,
U(P,t) -_U(m) when P: (x,y,z) -,= ,
is defined by the followlng inteEral formula:
/.U(P,t) = U(P (x,y,zt),+O) Gl(Z,zl;t,O) dzt
_GO
t -_o
+ / dT/' u(P (x,y_z t) T)Gl(Z,zt;t,T ) dz t .
O "co
Further, the function V = V(P,t) which satisfies the boundary value
problem in V = V_,t):
L3(V) = v, V(P,t) -+ V(P,4<)) when t -+ +0
V(P,t) -+ 0 when P: (x,y,z) -+
is defined by the following integral formula:
V(P,t) = / 4_r'
O
t
O O
2 V(P (r,r'), 40) G3(1)(r,r,;t,0) dr'
4_r '2 v(P (r,rt),z) G3(1)(r,r';t,T) drt
otherwise,
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Go
v(P,t) = / 4_r' 2 v(P
0
(r,rS),+O) G(1)(r,r0;t,0) drl
t GO Qo
+ / aT / dzt / 2x _td_t v(P (_#,z#)_T)G3(2)(P,P#;t,T)
O _m O
The Green's functions Gl(Z_zl;t,_ ) and G3(P,PI;t,_ ) are defined
as follows:
Gl(Z,Z';t,_ ) m
I ex_{ z2+ z t2
2_D(t-_).... _k- 4D(t-_)) c°'( 2D(tZZ:'_)/
1 _ )
4D (t _) (t-_) /
G3(r,rr;t,_ ) m
/ 2. t2 /" rrte T_T
with
=- G3(r,rt;t,T ) , r2 = x2 + y2 % z 2 = _2 + z2
= Gl(Z,Z*;t,_ ) G2(_,_';t,_)
A.l.l.7 Speci_icat_0 n of first .approximation system of,,,boundar7
vaZue problems in [0_1)]. [0+(1)], [e(1)]. and [0"(1)]. According to
the Iteratlve scheme outlined above_ the concentration field functions
[O_1)], [0+(1)], [0_(1)], [e(l)], and [O*(i)] ere first order approxi-
mations to the corresponding concentration field functions [02],[0_] ,
[e], and [O*].
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=,efi_.to,d_ fu=t_o_.(0(I)3= [0_l>(P.t)].[0+¢I)3=
[o+(I)(P.t)].[e(I)]= [e(1)p[,t)],a_d [0*(I)]= [0*(1)(P,t)]are de-
fined by the following array of initial value problems:
with
L3([0_1)])
and
with
and
/ \r2[o(O)]-_ [02(0)] exp,-_'_J- [02(P,+O] ,
L _, /Jh 2
J
_.r 2
_).2
kl[O(O)] [0+(0) ] -_ • r2
e<- 2r2
[o+(1)]t=+o) . [o+(n (e,+o)] = [o+¢®>]i_.
h2
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with
so that
with
and
and
2 E2 2r *" +Z
%([e(I)I) - _=_'t[e(1)] - D _==_e_z2 (1),j = -k 2[e(0)][02(0)]
h 2 h 2
- [Q(r,+o]
[o_(°)]--.[o'_(_)][I
= [o2(e,+o)]
[e(1)]t=+o- [e(1)(r,+o)] - [e(P,+o)]
- - _--_r _- [0*(I)]L3([0"(1)]) = _0 *(1)] D "_2 2 __.[0.(1)] .k 3
E
+ k2[02(0)] [e (0)]
ii0
or else
[exp (k3t)[°*(1)] } =
with
and
e(k3t)[O*(l)]} - D r _ {exp(k3t )
[O*(1)]} 1 = k2 exp(k3t)[o_(O)][e(O)]
[02(0) ] - [02(P,+O)] -= [O_(.o)]il-_" r2-h2_
f / \]r 2
[e(o) ]
L _. h- I .J
(exp(k3t)[o*(1)]}t=+o " [o*(1) (P,+o)3 = o
These initial value problems in [0_I)], [0+(I)], [e(1)], and
[0 *(1)] are resolved by Green's function techniques in the discussion
to follow,
A.I.2 Reso_utlon of the Bo_mdarv Value Pcoblem in [0_I) ] and
Properties of [02(1)(O,z.t)].
A,l.2,1 .Green's function Integral formula for [0_I)] = Vl.(Ea._
,_.._{r,t). Reference is made to the partial differential equation
where
k_[o(O)][O +(°) ] = kl[02 (0)3 [0+(®) ]
2r2[.4-h 2
iii
with the initial condition
h2
The spherically point symmetric Green' s function G3(r,re;t,_),
G3 (r,r'; t,_)
4_rr' _(t-_) e slnh 2D(t-_)
can be used to define a function [02(1)(p,t)] = Vl(r,t ) + V2(r,t )
which resolves the initial value problem in [0(I)] = [02(1)(p,t)] .
_1.2.2 z_llcltformulasfor[o_l)(p.t)1.vz(r.t),v_l)(r.t),and
V_(2)(r.t). It can be demonstrated that the concentration field function2
[02(1)(p,t)] can be represented by the explicit formula displayed below:
.J
' •a4"2
In deriving this formula for [o_l)(P,t)]f the following reduced in-
tegral Greenls function formulas were obtained:
i12
_O
o
r_)2) G3(r'rt; t'0)drt
h 2
. {o2(o)] \z x /
t io
v=<'<_.o-- -_co,co)3co+c-)3f,_,f_ '
0 o
rt2>3(r,_t;t.t")drtex_'h2 "-
t
. .,,<o,<,>,<,+<.>_fI 7 -(' )'<',=
o [ TI
t
= -kl[O+(_) ] f Vl(r)t') dr'
0
1
v_2)(r,t)
E
=
._o,,o>_(<-:)I.(_)--6-)14rV r 1
t
h{o2(o)3[o+<-nf
o
dtt 14_rr2 °_2rt 2 )3 (r,r' ;t,t")dtr,
--_ h2
0
t
o
T2 2 ]
" k1[02(0)][0+(_)] _, ,rV)1 br<_h2'_ ) " "_2)I "a,/'2
z axis one has [ = + = 0 and r = + z = z
r =-lzlfor z<O .
along the vertical
for z > 0 and
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The concentration field function [o_l)(p,t)] for points on the ver-
tical z axis, _ m 0, can be designated as [o_l)(0,z,t)] and is defined
by the rational formula displayed below:
[o2(1)(O,z,t)]
^+..,,{_h3
" klE02<0)_[°'J_4, _(
. J--,/
2J2 \ z
TI
At the origin R ffi0, z ffi0, it is seen that the center-polnt value
oftheconcentrationfieldfunction[0_I>],deslgn_tedby [O_)<0.0,t)],
is defined by the expression in the right-hand side of the above equa-
tion for [o_l)(o,z,t)] when z-_O. Since err(o) = 0 it is seen that
thc indeterminate form_ appears in this specification of [o_l)(o,o,t)]
with z -+0.
A.I.2.4 The center-polnt value function [o_l)(0.0.t)]. By refer-
ence to l'Hospltal's rule it is seen that
z-+0
. 2 _. exp __
l
z-_ 0
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and
z-)0
.2<2(,_.!_
_z h T2
Accordingly, at the origin _ = O, z = O, r = O, the concentration
[02(1)(P,t)] has the center-point value [02(1)(0,0,t)] de-field function
fined by the following formula:
)
where
A.I.3 Resolution of the Boundar T Value Problem in [.0+(I)] and
Properties of [O+(1)(O.z,t)].
A,_.3.1 Green's function integral formula for [0+(I)] = UI(P.t) +
U2 _. Reference is made to the partial differential equation
Oz 2
where
kz[o(O)][0÷(0)]
= kl[O2(0)][0+(m)] exP_h2 lexp__ _._.)J. 2 z 2
h2 h2 •
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with the initial condition
The one-dimensional Cartesian Green's function Gl(Z,zt;t,T),
t --// z2 + z12 _ ./ z=' ,'_
Gl(Z,ze;t,_) m 4DCt- )/2 _D(t-_)
can be used to define a function [O+(1)(P,t)] in the form
[o+(1)(p,t)]= Vl(P,t)+ v2(P,t)
which resolves the initial value problem in [O+(1)(p,t)].
.A..1.3.2 Explicit fo.rmula for [O+(l)(p,t)] in terms of the in-
peeral of the error function, lerfc(x). The concentration field function
[O+(1)(ppt)], can be represented in the following form:
[o+(l) Ce,t)]
116
wherein
and
T1 = _h2+4Dt , T2 = Jh2+8Dt
_O
ierfc(x) = f erfc(x') dx' = I__ exp(-x 2) - xerfc(x)4-.
X
ezfc(x) = 2__/ exp(-_2)dX = l-err(x)4.
z
A01.3.3 _The function [0+(1).(0,.z,t)]and the center-polnt value
function [O+(1)(0.0.t)]. For points on the vertical z axis, _ - 0, the
concentration fleld function [O+(1)(p,t)] is designated by [O+(1)(0,z,t)]
and is defined by the following formula:
[o+(I)(O,z,O]
At the origin _ = 0, z = O, r = 0 the center-point value of the
concentration field function [O+(1)(p,t)_ is designated as [O+(1)(O,0,t)]
and has the value specified by the following formula:
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This representation of [0 +(1)(P,t)] at the origin _ - O, z = O, r = O,
follows from the specification of the function lerfc(x) at x - 0:
with
ierfc(x) = /erfc(x t) dx ! = .L exp(-x 2) - xerfc(x) ,
X
=_1
lerfc(0) _ , since erfc(0) = i - erf(0) - I.
A.I.4 Resolution of. the Boundary. Value Problem in [e (I)] and
Proverties of [e (1)(0.z,t)].
A.I.4.1 Exvlicit formula for [e(1)(P.t)] in terms of ierfc(x).
Reference is made to the partial differential equation
_z 2
where
k 2 [e(0)][0_ <0)]
with the initial condition
<.<,>,t,. .
The resolution of this initial value problem in [e(1)(P,t)] patterns
after the scheme uled for obtaining a representation of the function
[O+(1)_,t)] with the addition of a alngle tlme-space Greenls function
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integral to account for the constant tern in the nonhomogeneous (forci:lg
function) term in the partial differential equation in [e (1)] =
[e (1) (P,t)].
A. 1.4.2 The function [e(1)(0.z,t)] and the center-point vzlue
function [e(1)(O.O.t)]. For points along the vertical z axis, _ ffi O,
the concentration field function [e(1)(p,t)] is designated by the
symbol [e(1)(0,z,t)] and is defined by the formula below:
[e (I)(O,z,t)]
T1
At the origin _ = O, z = O, r ffi0 the center-point value [e(1)(O,O,t)]
of the concentration field function [e(1)(p,t)] is defined by the simple
fomula displayed below:
[e(1) (0,0,t)] - [e (®)](I - h---) - k2t [e (®)][0+(_)]
T1
+ 4""5- [e(®)][°+(®)] T" _" "
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This representation of [e(1)(p,t)] at the origin z = O, _ = O,
r = O_ depends on the specification of the function lerfe(x) at x = O:
i exp (-x 2) - xerfc (x) x-O "ierfc (X)]x_ = _ _
A.I.5 Resolution of the Boundary Value Problem in [O*(1)] and
P_ope_,,ti,es of ro *(1) (O.z.t)].
A°I.5.1 Green's function integral formula for exp(k3t) [0*(1)(p,t)].
Reference is made to the partial differential equation
-_ _ [ 0.(1)] . k3[O*(1) ] + k2[o2(O)][e (0)]
r
where
[e (°)] =- [e(P,+o)] = [e(®)] I- e
and
. h 2
with the initlal condition
where
[0*(1)] _0 as t-_0 for all r in 0 < r < =
2 t2 2 p2 2 2r " +Z t = X +y ,
By use of the spherically point synnetric Greents function
G3 (r,rt|t,T)
1 e /" r2 +r'2_. ,f rr' _
G3(r,rt;t,T) -
4_rrt _D (t-_) x_- j4D (t-T) sxn_2D (t-T)/
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the concentration function [0*(1)(p,t)] can be defined by the integral
formula
exp (k3t) [0*(1) (P,t)]
t
0 0
2
[1 - e_- rt27>] • G3(r,rt; t,x )
A_I,..S,2 Repres_entatio_ of [o*(t)(r,t)] as an indefinite., time
inte_.ral. The repeated inteEral formula for [O*(1)(r,t)] can be rep-
resented by the single integral formula:
[o*(i) (r,t)]
_ ¢_ %t
_ +_ __ Fexp_-k3ttJ
0
e r_L_
4Dtt
-=
[q_o" 2_I + _2] dtt
.,. ': { r2 _f{ r 2
k2[e(_)]CO2(m)] / exp('k3t') exp_-_Aex_4---D_ 2
0
_ _- ÷ c_ ,_,
\z l J \T 2 }
t
0
r2' h2)) h
2
r
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so that
[o*(1)(r,t)]
t
10
wherein
+ f,-.,7 .5_
\z2/ exp_Z{2)] dr,
T_ 2 = h2= h2 + 4Dt , T + 8Dt .
A.I,5.3 Reduction .°f.the time Integrals..... $1(r,t). and $2(r,t):...
,.<:.<>-1<.,<-,<=<,>(i) ..(-
In this time integral formula for [O*(1)(r,t)] let the auxiliary functions
_l(r,t) and $2(r,t) be introduced by the definitions
_l(r,t)
t
and
$2(r,t)
t
. I ..<-==.,,(i? .<-_) =.,
o T_ 2
in order to represent the concentration field function [O*(1)(r,t)] by
the linear form:
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The reduction of the integrals for $1(r,t) and $2(r;t) is compllcated
by the presence of the exponentlal decay term exp(-_tr) .
Nevertheless, the auxiliary functions _I and $2 can be represented
in terms of exponential and error functions.
A. 1.5.4 Explicit formulas for $1(r,t) and $2_o
lent to introduce the parameter _ by the substitution
a _ _2 kD_--3
It is ccnven-
in the following specification of the auxiliary function _l(r,t):
+ . _
By analogous procedures it can be demonstrated that the auxiliary
function $2(r_t) has the following specification:
i u _T--_ T2 _-_Jl )
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wherein
2 h2
TI z _Dt and
2 h2
T2 = + 8Dr
4.1.5,5 Expllclt fopnulas f_r _l(O.O.t) and $2(0.0.t) and the
center-point value function [O*(1)(0.0.t)]. In order to specify the
center-polnt value [O*(1)(0,0_t)] of the concentration field function
[O*(1)(P,t)], at the origin z = 0, _ = 0, it is required to specify the
values of $1(0,z,t) and $2(0,z,t) when z-+O.
Note that when z = 0 the function $1(Opz_t) assumes the form
since erf(-x) = -erf(x)o Accordingly, in the formulas for _l(O,z,t)
and $2(0,z,t) it is required to apply l'HospltalWs rule in order to
assign a value to _l(O,z,t) and _2(O,z,t) when z -_ O:
l'l(O'z't)]z_ 0 " _/'_ (h3)exp(_2){2_ [err(a)-24D _ " er< TL-_'/J_I
[ <"°)]2C_ . err(a) + er
-_- _-
" T1 h 2 ,,/J
T_C%,7
+.!2[.,F,chL-"exp('a2)" I_'Ie_(- ...__)j}22
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,,oj._ i . _>j
2 2 TlC_h--i_°<-_J-7 hz1 ,,,F_
so that
_l(O,O,t) exp(a2) {ierfc (a) - h.°=.<_)},
furthermore
$2(O'z't)]z -_ 0 _ _d½ a2){-_I_(--_;- _< zA-a#-2 h ,f2)l
" h - er + er h _F2
22
+;-; °d-}o')-o_-_.,,j
2 2
+ 2
h2 1 exp_l U2 .
so that
22
" ti [ _'_ enl'l__) " .,/_.,il'l _-2hT2
= T2
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By direct substitution into the center-polnt formula
[O*(1)(O,O,t)] - k2[e(oo)][O_(_)] ( lkl._t - exp(-k3t ) - 2_l(O,O,t)
+ _'2 (O,O,t))
it is implied the concentration field function [O*(1)(Ppt)] has the
center-polnt value [O*(l)(O,O,t)] defined by the integral of the error
function formula displayed below:
[o*(I)(o,o,t)]
k3
wherein
. h2_D _ , T1 " h_+ 4Dr . T2 - h_+ 8Dr
A.I.5.6 The llne integral density function S-(I_ (t,_,h)
.... LO"] _ •
),h
defined by S(1)[0_] " v./ [0*(I) (O,z,t)]dz. Let an integrated llne density
o
i i i ii i
particle count per unit cross sectional area, defined by the symbol
S.(l)- (t,kh), be made alone the z axis, _ - O, from _ = O, z = 0 (r = O)LO"]
to [ = O, z = _h, in the concentration field [0*(I) (P,t)].
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k_
That is to say, consider the function s__l,=_(t,hh)t_ _ defined by the
Lo_]
integral formula:
Xh
L o
specifically consider the function S_ol_(tpkh) defined by
S(1)(t,kh) = k2[e(_)][O_(_)]
O
All t
0 0
t
. ,,<.<.>_<o;<.>,1=,<_,:<,>,<,(=,.(_;)_
0
1-,6i,-2 + "__,).' )
0 0
s (i) (t,xa) a8 a func-
A. I,5•6.l_Canonical form of the function [O*] ' '
tlon of U h /_._.,and t. The formula for S(I) (tikh) can be
= 2_,,., I:o*:]
expressed in the following canonical form:
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Xh
= /[O*(1)[O,z,t)]dz
o
k 3
wherein
._ _2 exp(_2)_22+k3t
C24 d-2 e o_2) .exD(-u)
__2 u
2 ------h2k3 h/-k33
u -- 4D _ _ " 24 D
_.4-The factor (k2/k3)[e(_)][O2(_)], which appears in this explicit
formula for S(1) (t,kh), has the value [0"(I)(_)] = [O*(_)] That thisCo*]
is so iS evident by an inspection of the equation of continuity in [0"],
+[0"] = D_[O*] + k2[O2][e] " k3[O*] '
and the reiterative equation of continuity for [0*(I)] ,
_o_,_.o__(_ _o;,O_o_o_.r _r [0"(I)] _ + k2 " k3[O*(1)]
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A. 2
A. 2.1 Resolution of the Bounder 7 Value Problem in [0*(P.t)] and
r__ It
[O*(1)(P,t)] when _=1 with [O*(P,_0)] = [0"(®)] 1 - e h2 •
is now proposed to solve the partial differential equation in [0"] =
[0*(P,t)]
_[0"] = _[0"] - k3[0* ] + k2[02][e]
when the functions [0"], [02] ) and [e] initially have the inverted Gaus-
sian forms:
. r2
and
E[e]t_ = [e(®)]1-e
Under steady state conditions at the boundary of the region
R(P): -_ < x < _, -_ < y < _, -_ < z < _, it is required that
As a first approximation [O*(P,t)] to the concentration function
[O*(P,t)] consider the partial dlfferentlal equation in [0*(1)] =
[o*(1)(p,t)]:
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_T[o*(l)] . v_[o*(l)] - k3[O*(l)] + k2[O_]t.o[e]t=0
with the initial condition
, h 2
A.,.2.I.I .Green's function integral formula for exp (k3t) [0*(I) ]...-
._I+ _2 ' The Greenls function
G3 (r,rl; t,T) = ........ ,1.... xp_- r2 + r/2
4err/d_D(t-_) e 4D(t-_)
f rr'si_ \2D(t_))
can be used to define the following representation of the concentration
field function [0"(1)(P,t)]:
exp (k3t)[O*(1) (p, t)] = / 4nr/2 (exp (k3t) [0"(I) ]>t=O G3 (r,r/; t,O)dr/
0
t O0
o+__3_)[ 2]tf4)[e]t= 0
0 0
G3 (r,r/;t,_)
The definite integral identity
O0
0
can be used to reduce the space integral in the above Green's integral
formula for _*(Z)(p,t)] .
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11
_or note that exli(k3t)[O*(1) ] = Zt + 12 where
GO
0
O0
= 4- [o*(=1] r__ r_ l
- 4_r _ 4Vt
0
and
t O0
off 212 d_ 4xr / dr / k 2 exp(k3_) [02]t=o[e]t=0G3(r,r/;t,_)
O O
A.2.1.2 Representation of [0*(1)(p,t)] as an indefinite time
integral. It is concluded chat the concentration field function
[O*(1)(p,t)] is defined by the following integral formula with
r2_,
[o*(1) (_.t)]
2
t
0
+
T2
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wherein
t2 h2
T1 - + 4Dt $ and T_ 2 - h 2 + 8Dr/ and
k2[O_(=)][e(®)] = k3[O*(=)]
A_2.1°3 The integrated llne density function S(1)(tnAh) =
o
Ah
[O*(1)(P,t)]_=O dz. Let an integrated llne density particle
count per unit czosa-sectlonal area) defined by the symbol S_l)(t,Xh),¢
be made along the z axls) _=0, z'O (r-0) to _=0, z=Ah) in the concen-
_2 2 2 2 _2tratlon field [O*(1)(p)t)] wlch P: (x,y)z)) = x + y , r = + z2.
That is to say, consider the function sxl,(t,_h)r_ defined by the
o
llne-integral formula:
So(X)(t,_) = / [o*(x)(_,t)]ds
L
th
- / [°*(l)(P,c)]_=o
o
dz •
of
A. 2.1._.I Canonlca_. form of the function S(1)(t,kh) as a function
' O
CZ ffih_k3,/D and t and _k(u), The formula for S(1)o (t)lh) can be
expressed in the form:
So(1)(t))_h) = Ah[O*(_)] exp(-k3t )
" 2 exp('k3t/) er_,_ l
• T 1
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t h3"
o T1
e
2_2 T_ 2 er
With the introduction of the parameter _ defined by the substltu_-ion
= _4_2
this formula for s(l)(t,Xh) can be rewritten as
0
L ,,-,_,c/ ,(_)3s(Z)(t'_h)o" hiD*(®)]exp(-kat)x- T_.. z er
T2
._.o=.._,o2,;_.<-a u)
_2 uz
T2
+_ o2..,,(_o2w,
& ,,_2 e<-u2" )er u2}
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S(I) (t,lh) is displayed below"
o
_h
so<l)(t,_h)= / [o*(1)(o,z,t)]d-
o
. . h exp (.k3t) er __i.i _
. ,,./-_a2 exp(O_2) H_k(O_2 + k3t)
wherein
and
with
with
+_22_/-_ cz2 exP<21--c_2)FX <21-u2
x
Fx(x) = _/a2 _(u) du
x
(x) = /2 _x(u)du
exD (-U)
_x(u) = u
2 = h2
T1 + 4Dt,
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When k3t > lOf2 then
l_(x), so that for times
x ! _2 2
= 2 +k3t >
lu 2 _h2k3 h2
t > _ k3 4Dk 3 8D
with FX( ) = VX( 2) +
one can define S(1)(t,kh) by the rule:
o
S(1) (t,lh)] h 2
o
" 2 I' exp(-k3t) er
,,/-_a2 exp(c_2)
+_22 e_1 u2)FxCu2)"_"u2
I_(0_2 +k3t) +_'o_2 e_2 l-a2)
A. 2.2 Resolution of the Boundary Value Problem in [O*(2)(p,t)],
the Second Approximation to [O*(P1t)]. when ¢_ or c=l.
A,2o2.1 Explicit representation Of the equation of continuity in
[O*(2)(p.t)]o The second approximation [O*(2)(P,t)] to the concen-
tration field function [0*(P,t)] is required to satisfy the equation of
continuity
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where the concentration field functions [e (1)] = [e(1)(p,t)] and
[o+(1>] = [o_ cl>(P,t)] are the first approximations to the concentration
field functions [e(P)t)] and [02(P)t)]i respectively.
It has been demonstrated that - _-[e(l'(Pit)] and [02(1)(p,t)]* have
the following specific forms:
[e(l)] = [e(1)(p)t)] m [e(-)]L 1 - _- _1 J e<- h2 J -_)
T 1
{[(k)'.=_o(_,>-'.,_°(_)]'-'<'_i(_)'=_°_<-,''°,, ,,-c-,_
Eo+O.>l_co+<_>o,,<>_-c_,>j, co+<,>j
where
[o+(1)]- [o+(t)(P)t)]
. ,.:,<_>)
[, c.<-_ .<.,'
T 1
"i_),,,<o(_)..,,<(<,'-')}>. ,.=<°(,,)]._.<-,, - .
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A.2.2.2 The substitutions _j(P.t), Xj,_t_j, an_d 7 j •
iary functions _j(P,t) be introduced by the substitutions
Let the auxil-
T1
Z-
t , t34(P,t) = e \ h2
J
Further let the set of constants X. be introduced (in the specifi-
J
cation of [e(I)]):
x1 = [e(®)], X2 = "[e(_)] ' )'3 ffi- k2[e(_)][O;(m)] '
k2h2
and let the set of constants _j be introduced (in the specification of
[o+(i)]):
_I = [°+(®)]• _2 ffi"[°+(®)]' "3 = o
_ k-h2" +"4 =- _' -_"D)[°z (°)][° (=)] '
_ klh2_[Oz(O)][o+(®)]
_5 = + 4--_
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In terms of flj = flj(P,t), kj, and Bj it is seen that:
[e(1)] = _ Xj flj amcl [0+(I)] -= _ _j flj
j=i j=I
_urthermorep by the introduction of the constants 7j by the rule
7j m kj - Bj
it is seen that
[o_(I)]_=[e(I)]- [0+(I)] _j _j(P.t)
J--1
with
k2[O_(D][e(1)]-
Jl=5 J2_5
k.Z Z
J1=l J2=I
(P,t) (P,t)
7Jl XJ2 flJl aJ2
This means that the equation of continuity in [0"(21] = [O*(2)(P,t)]
can be expressed in the explicit form
_exp (k3t) [0*(21 ]) = _'=:_-_ _r 2 _exp (k3t) [0"(2) ])I
Jl=5 J2=5
Z
Jl=l J2=1
7J 1 kJ 2 exp(k3t) fljl(P,t)flj2(P,t) ,
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The concentration field function [0*(2)] = [O*(2)(P,t)] has the
initial form [0*(2) 0B,+0) which can be taken to be an inverted Gausslan
with an off-on factor (:
/ / _r 2
L "\n/J
with c :0 or e -1 •
A. 2_2.3 Greent$ function integral formula for e__3t)[O*(2)0p.t)].
Since the functions _j_.t) are defined in terms of P:([sz) it is re-
_ (2) (p,e,;qulred to use the Greents function G3
G3(2)(P,PI;t,T) m Gl(z,z/;t,_ ) G2([,[t;t,:)
GI (z,z/; t,_ ) - 2
ZZ /
coeh _ID(t-T)/
- z ee,1. /G2(_'_I;tsT) 4_ D(t'_)_ " _2 +t24D(t-T) o(2D(t-T))'
in addition to the spherical-point sy_etric Green's function G_I)(P,P/;t,O)
G3(1) (p,p,it,0) = G3(r,rl;t,0) = 4xrrA_l "J"r'2'---r_ 4Dr+ r/2 ) sln_;" /rrl_
in _he following Greem's function integral formula for [0*(2)] = [O*(2)(p,t)]:
(;(2) ('e,:e,'; t dr)dV(P/)
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That is to say I
[0 *(2) (Pit)]
1 z1
Jl=5 J2=5
+k2 exp(=k3t) _ _ ' 7jlXJ2/ _(113") d_
Jl-l J2=l o
oo oo
/ dz'/ 2_ _#d_#fijl(P/IT ) I_j2(P//T)'GI(zlz/ItIT)
==CO O
G2(t, E/; tlx)
&.2.2.4 Concludin_ remarks about the reduction of the integral
f.or.exp(k3t)[O*(2)(p,t)]° A casual inspection of complexity offormula
the integrand of the tlme-space integral in this integral formula for
the concentration field function [O*(2)(p,t)], the second approximation
of the field function, [O*(Pit)], reveals the enormity of the analytic
task in attempting to obtain an explicit closed-form representation of
[0 *(2) _9,t)].
The authors _artlcularly the first OI, K.Brown)) have not given
consideration at the present time to putting this presentation of the
problem (to find numerical values of O*(2)(P,t) in some suitable lattice
in space-time) on a large-scale computer.
Values of [O*(1)(PIt)] (as well as S(_)O.](tlh)) are presented in
the computational section of this report,
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k
In an effort to push the invesCigat£onp at the present ti_e, to a
erase where the approx/mat£on to the concentration field [O*(P,C)] reflects
the influence of the transient molecular oxygen field (that is, values of
[02] are introduced into the specification of [O*(P,t)]_ the probleln is
approached anew, as described in the next section of this resu_.
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A._ z_z "=_ZZ_PzNZZmBZLZZZ"MODZLFOR (O*@,t)],Ith [O*(P,+0)]= [O*(_)]
It is now proposed to investigate the concentration fleld 3 [O*(P,t)]_
of the excited oxygen atoms; under assumed conditions that permit the boun-
dary value problem in [0*(Pet)] to be resolved explicitly without recourse
to iteratlve procedures.
To this end; let it be assumed that the ambient region between 250 km
and 300 Inn is sparse enough that the ambient particles are not initially
dlsturbcd when the molecular oxygen particles are introduced (at the time
t m 44))with an initial Gausslan distribution.
That is to say_ the "snow-plow" assumption is replaced by an "inter-
penetrability" assumption: the injected molecular oxygen particles estab-
lish transient fields which are superimposed on the steady-state ambient
concentration fields.
In order to keep the mathematical analysis in a manageable state it
[ms been assumed that the O* particles are not transported by diffusion.
A.3.1 Specification of the Boundary Value Problems in [O_(P,t)] and
[o*(P,t)].
A.3.1.1 The reaction equations and the equations of continuity.
responding to the reaction equations
Cot-
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++O ,02 + 0+ _ 02
+ k2 ,
02 + e--_O +0 ,
0 hv+O ,
k
are the equations of continuity
_[0"] k3[O*] + k2[O 2] [e]
and
+,to++ +2 co j+ ,Eo+j te+
t-_-- = D b--_
for the concentration field functions [O*j = [O*(P,t)] and [0_] = [O_(P,t)],
It is assumed that the concentration field functions [e] = [e(P,t)] and
[o+] = [o+<P,t)]haveconstant_t.e.forallti_s t andspaceposition+
P:(x,y,z) in the reglon_.. 0 =< t _ imp 0 =< r =< rm ' r2 = x2 + y2 + z2.
A.3.I.2spaclficatlo,f [+],[0+],and[02] in me eq.+tlo..of
continuity. That is to say it is assumed that
[e] = [e(P,t)]= [e(®)]
and
[o+] . [o+(p,t) ] = [o+(®)]
for all t and P:(x,y,z) in_: y2 20 < t _ t , 0 < r < r , r 2 = x 2 + + z .
It is assumed that the concentration field function [02] = [02(P,t)]
is defined by the spherically point symnetric Gaussian form
r2)+ [0 2(-)][02 ] '= [02(P,t)] " [02 (o)] ('_11)3 exit- 7
1
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2
for all t and P:(x,y,z), r 2 y2= x + + z2, in : 0 < t < to, 0 < r < r_
wherein h is some Gaupslan half-wldth and T1 is defined by the quadratic
form
f_
TI = Tl(t_..=_h L + 4Dt , 0 < t < t
where D is a Fickian diffusion constant,
A.3.1.3 Explicit specifications of the boundary value problems in
+ + [o*] *
----[021= [02(P_t )] and = [0 (P_t)]. The concentration field function
[0_] ffi[O_(P,t)] is defined as the solution of the boundary value problem
in [o_(P,t)]:
b2 [0_]+ k2[e(®)][02]- kl[O+(®)][O2(®)I
r2). kl[o2(o) ] [o+(®)1 h 3 ex_- _ " 0 ,
1
wi th
and
[02+]rfr_ = [02(P't)]r=ro = [02(m) ] , t in _.
The concentration field function [O*] = [O*(P,t)] is defined as the
solution of the boundary value problem in [O*(P,t)]:
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L2([O*]) =- (0"] + ks[O*1 - k2[e(®)] [02] -- O ,
.4-
with [0 2] = [02(P,t)] defined by the boundary value problem in [02(P,t)]
and with
[o ]t-o= [°*(P't)]t_o" [o*(®)3. r i.
and
[O*]r__r®= [o*(P,t)]r_r®= [o*(®)], t i._.
+
A.3.2 Resolution of the Boundary Value Problem in [02(P,t)]
/ +
A.3.2.1The_ub_titutionU_P,t>-e_p_t_l_[__O2CP,t)]._t thefunctlo,
U = U(P,t) be introduced by the substitution
/ is defined bywherein the constant k 2
k 2/ m k2[e(®)] •
For t = 0 the function U = U(P,t) has the representation required of
the substitution U = exp(k_t) [02]:
t--O
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A.3.2.2 Green's function integral formula for U(P,t) = uI(P,t)+U2(P,t_o.
The Green's function Gl(ZjZl;t,T),
Gl(Z,Zl ;t_T ) - (t-T) / cosh \2D(t-T)J '
r 2
2
y2 z2 _2+z2for zs z/, tj T in _: 0 < t _ t., 0 < r= = r.p = x + + =
_2 2 2
- x + y , can be used to write down a functional form for the function
O - U(P,t) which satisfies the boundary value problem in U(P,t).
• _+
A.3.2 3 Representation of [u2(opz,t) 1 in terms of the exponential
fintegral function El(X) = e"u u du. For points P:(x,y,z) r2 = _2+z2J J
-X
_2 = x 2 + y2 O_, along the vertical z-axis, _ = 0, the function [ (P_t)] takes
+
on the following value [02(o,z,t)]:
[02(o,z,t)] = exp(-k;t> U(o,z,t)
h3 ('- _ V_3) exp(-k_t)•" [02([')] "4" qo _ exp (ol, t)
q° h 3 _112_ h 2
where _2 = h 2 k_
4 D
• ,,6
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A=3.2.4 The integrated line density function S[o;]_o_h_t _ =
Xh
/[02_o,z,t) ) dz. Along the vertical z axis, _ = O, the integrated line
0
particle count function S[O2](o,Xh,t ) for the concentration field [02(P,t)],
is defined by the line integral of [O;(o,z,t)] from g = O, z = 0 to R = 0.,
z=kh:
ih
S [02] (o.._h, t) = [02 (°'z't)]dz
0
so that
8Dk I [02(°)] " i_'T____.._
--k 2 [02(=) ] exp(-_ 2) exp(-k;t) er . I"
•
A.3.3 Properties of the Function [0"] = [O*(P_t)].
A.3.3.1 Resolution of the boundary value problem in [O*(P_t)].
Attention is now directed towards the concentration field function [0"] =
[O*(P,t)] which is _A'ie solution of the boundary value problem in [O*(P,t)]:
L2([O*]) -- _ [0"] +k3[O*] - k2[e(=)] [0;] = 0
with
[O*]t= 0 [0"(=)] , P:(x,y,z) in ,
[O*]r=r= = [o*(=) ] , t in_ .
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The integrating factor exp(k3t) can be used to rewrite the equation
of continuity in [0_], LI([O*]) = Op in the form
_ (exp(k3t) [0"]) ffi k2[e(_)] [0;] exp(k3t )
By integration of both sides with recpect to t and by use of the initial
condition [O*]t= 0 = [0"(_)] it is evident that this partial differential
equation has the reduced form
t
exp(k3t) [O*(P,t)] = [0"(oo)] +k2[e(oo)] ,; exp(k3t/) [02(P,t/)] dt /
0
so that the concentration field func=ion "-[O*(P,t)] can be represented by
the simple formula
t
. /[0 (P,t)] = [0_(®)] exp(-k3t) +k2[e(_ )] exp[-k3(t-t')] [02(P,t/}]dt/ .
0
The function [O;(P,t)], which appears in the integrand of this integral
formula for [0 (P,t)], is defined by the formula
= e.p(-k t) U{P,t)
where
with T1 =Qh 2 + 4Dt .
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A,.3.3.2 Representation of [O_(o,z,t)l as an indefinite time integral
with an exponential integral kernel. For points P:(x,y,z), r 2 _2 + z2
_2 2 y2 O_= x + , along the vertical z axis, _ = O• [ (P,t)] takes on the form:
_3, /
.[02(°•z't)] = [02(=)] + _ "[b;,(=)] exp('@2) exp(-k;t) e z .
2
[EI(-82) EI_-
r *
so that along _ = 0 the concentration function LO (P,t)] is defined by the
integral formula:
[O*(o'z't)] = [O*(m)] exp('k3t)+ k_[02(=)] "_- k_ [exp(-k3t)- 1])
[o2 (o) ] t
+ k_[02(= )] h_ 2 [02(.)] exp(-_ 2)f exp(-k_t') exp[-k3(t-t')]
0
e_- z2 , I_.[E 1(o82) . E! _ h___.__ dr/ .
.?"A.3.3.3 Representation of S[o*](o,Zh,t) = [0 (o.z.t)] dz as a
O
time integral of the exponential integral function. In the concentration
field [O*(P,t)], for points P: (x,y•z), r2 = _2 + z2, _2 = x2 + y2 along
the vertical z-axis• _ = O, the integrated line particle count (per unit
cross-sectional area), designated by the symbol S[o*](o,_h•t), from _ = O,
z = 0 to _ = O, z = _h, is defined by the line integral formula
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_h
S(o*](o,)a,t) =./ [O*(o,z,t)] d-
o
[02C=)]
= kh[O*(oo)] exp(-k3t){1- _3 [1- expC+k3t)] [0"(=)]
+
[02(=) ] [02 (o) ]
1¢___._@2exp(-B 2) [0" [02 (®) ]2x (oo)]
t
,/ e_P['(k_'V3)t']
0
2
It is to be noted that the equation of continuity in [0"] = [O*(P,t)],
L2([O*]) = 0 (see Section A.3.1.3)
[0"] = - k3[O*] + k2[O2] [e]
requires that, for times t _ t= and for points r _ r_,
•
In other wordsj the boundary conditions in the region : 0 < t < t=,
W
0 < r < imposed on the concentration field function [0"] = [0 (P,t)],
require that
k3 [o*(=)]
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This equilibrium condition can be used to cast the formula for
Sro_l_°'Xh't)Lj into the somewhat simpler form:
S[o*] (o,Xh,t) Xh [0"(®) ] {1 _J'_ _2 [02(0)]
= + _ k 3 exp(-_ 2) [02(.)] exp('k3t) °
t
•for' .,=pt-e.6-k,>t,] erCXh' IEI(-182) - El(- 7 [52)]} '
0 _'T_./ I. -
wherein
4D "
T1 = _h 2 + 4Dr ,
El(X) _ .; exP('u)u
X
du •
k_/[O_'(oo)] _ k2[e(-)] [02(')] = k1[02(oo)] [0+(')] = k3[O*(-)] .
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